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Angelita Turner's preliminary hearing on a tampering with physical evidence charge never happened Tuesday
in Calloway County District Court. Calloway County Attorney Randy
Hutchens declined to present evidence
"based on the fact there is a capital case
pending."
Turner, freshman from South Hazel,
Tenn., has been charged with murder in
connection with the death of an infant
who was found in Hart College on
March 29.
Defense Attorney Tom Glover
adamantly disagreed with Hutchens'
decision and attempted to convince Calloway County District Court Judge
Leslie Furches to order the hearing. He
said Hutchens was trying to deny Turner a preliminary hearing by withholding
evidence.
"The same facts are encompassed in
both cases," Furches said to Glover. "It
makes no sense to hold preliminary
hearings twice."
Glover continued to protest until
Furches finally said, "He is not required
to present witnesses. That's it. I've got
some more things to d o."
After the hearing, G lover told a group
of reporters that he was not happy with
the maneuvering of the prosecution.
"I've never seen this done quite like
this before," he said. "With maneuvers
like this, we could end up with two
indictments with no preliminary hearing. We lose all the way around."
ln a phone interview Wednesday,
Hutchens said nothing was shady abou t
Tuesday's hearing.
"The rules of procedure provide you
don't have to have a preliminary hearing to have an indictment," he said. " I
did not believe it was appropriate to
have two hearings on the same evidence."
Turner pleaded not guilty at herMonday arraignment to a murder charge via
a video feed from the Calloway County
Jail. She did not appear persona lly
because of a court order.
At that time, Glover requested Turner's $50,000 bond be reduced so she
could continue attending Murray State

classes.
"She's presumed innocent under our
system," Glover said after the trial. "No
one has said that she went out and
robbed a 7-Eleven and shot somebody.
There is nothing about this case that
says she's a threat to the public or to any
student at Murray State."
Hutchens said in court Monday that
Turner was a flight risk and the bond
Please see TURNER/16
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Key wins p·residency;
turnout numbers jump
• PRESIDENT

Laura Deaton/The News

A slew of students lined up on the Currls Center third floor Tuesday to vote in the Student Government Association elections. The 1,482 students who voted were the most at the University since 1985.

Students elect third female president in University s SGA history
BY liSA WHEAT
NEWS EDITOR

Nikki Key surprised even herself
when she displayed a calm demeanor
while waiting to hear the Student Gov, emment Association election results at
All Campus Sing.
''I'm not stressed out right now," she
said around 5 p.m. Wednesday as the
votes were being counted. " I thought
I'd be. If there had been ... more I could
have done, I'd probably be nervous."
But she was calm knowing she had
spoken to about 30 campus organizations in the past two weeks, plastered

campaign posters around campus,
passed around promotional T-shirts
and ran an ad in "The Murray State
News."
Key's win makes her the third female
SGA president in the history of Murray
State. The others were Cathy Cole in
1975-76 and Martha Boles in 1978-79.
"(Winning) was very emotional
because it's been stressful lately, but it
definitely reached a climax today," Key
said in an interview Wednesday night.
"1 guess (I'm) kind of relieved right
now."
Jason Pittman, junior from Murray,
came in second, followed by Jarrod

Jackson, senior from Princeton, and
Andy Clinger, sophomore from Huntsburg, Ohio.
" It was a very good race," Key said.
'Tve been in (SGA) four years before,
and 1 think that's something the students really wanted is someone that had
a lot of experience in SGA"
Pittman said he congratulated Key
and would meet with her to offer some
of his ideas.
"She can take my ideas and form
them to her own leadership," he said.
"She fought a very good fight."
As the president, Key will get free
tuition, a College Courts apartment and

an office in the SGA office. She officially
begins July 1.
Key said her first priority will be to
work with Facilities Management on the
construction of a sidewalk from the residential colleges to the Regional Special
Events Center. She said the project
could be completed during the summer.
She also hopes to get parking maps
available to students when they buy
their parking tags next fall .
Candace Jeffries, sophomore from
Louisville, said she vote~ for Key
because of her desire to get students
involved on campus.
Plea.'lc see RECTION/16

Transformer fire leaves White in dark

Ryan Brooks/
The News

White College
residents check
out in the lobby
at 9:30 p.m.
Monday. T hey
had I 0 minutes
to gather belongings after a
transformer fire
forced the college
to close for about
24 hours.

BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

Things got too hot for the
transformer on the first floor
of White College Monday
afternoon, and the result was
24 hours of chaos for residents and Murray State
admin istration.
The Murray Fire Department received a call at 5:15

News
Faculty regent
cand idates shared their
views during an open
forum Tuesday at the
Cu rris Center.
•see Page 3

V~awPoint
Anne Benes said

~...:.- wo men 's

success

and progress.

•see PapS

p.m. Monday when the electrical transformer - responsible for supplying electricity,
running water, air conditioning and other vital functions
- overheated and caught on
fire in the mechanical room
on the White first floor.
Facilities Management was
then notified and the power
to the building was shut off.
No one was hurt by the fire,

as the Murray Fire Department was able to get the fire
under control and limit the
damage to the transformer in
the mechanical room.
Jeremy Kirk, junior from
Aloha, O re., and Erin
McMullen, freshman from
Salem, 111., were two of many
White residents in the building when the transformer
blew. They said the power

flickered off and on, but
about 10 seconds later ..vent
off again, and the fire alarms
started.
"When I was going down
the stairs I thought (to
myself) I hate living in a
dorm because this happens
all the time," McMullen said.
At first mnny of the residents thought it was an ordiPleasc !Itt WHIT£/16

Sports

College life
Check out All Ca mpus Sing photos.
•see Page 9

-

The
Murray
State Thoroughbreds
swept Belmont University,
then fell to Arkansas State.
•see Page 13

Check out our official
site on the Internet,
www.thenews.org for
more in-depth
coverage of MSU.
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Free national teleconference
on care giving and loss
·High: 71
~ow: 51
Saturday:
Mostly
Cloudy.
.. High: 80
.. J.,ow:59
'Sunday:
Isolated.
T-storms
l-Iigh: 76
Low: 52
' Monday:
Partly Cloudy
High: 65
Low:39
Tuesday:
Partly Cloudy

High: 56
Low: 35
Wednesday:

Partly Cloudy
High: 52
Low; 37
"fhursday:
Cloudy
High: 63

. Low:48
'SQurce.
The Wealhet Channel

www weather.com

The nursing department and
WKMS-FM will join more than
2,000 organizations across the United States and Canada as a local host
for the Hospice Foundation of
America's Eighth Annual Living
with Grief Teleconference on
Wednesday.
The teleconference will be held
Wednesday in the Freed Curd
Auditorium from 12:30 to 3 p.m.
The program offers insight and
practical suggestions for those
assisting family caregivers as they
respond to the challenges of care
giving. The teleconference is frt.'e.

adults and $5 for students. The best
of show will receive $250. The exhi·
bition will be open from April 22
through May 5. For further informa·
tion phone Sherri Ford at 270-8980717.

Staff Congress elections
rescheduled for April 20

Staff Congress polling locations
will be in the Curris Center from
9:30a.m. to 1:30 p.m., in Sparks HaU
from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., in the
Physical Plant Complex that houses
Facilities Management from 6:45 to
10 a.m., in Winslow Dining Hall
from 10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. and in Faculty Hall from 2:45 to 3:45 p.m.
April20.
Greek Week features variety Staff members w ho are unable to
vote at one of these times or locashow In Lovett Auditorium
As part of Greek Week, "GreekS' tions may obtain an absentee ballot
Night Out" will be a variety show by contacting Christine DeNezzo in
held in lovett Auditorium on ·Teacher Education Services at 7623143 no later than Tuesday.
Wednesday from 6 to 8 p.m.

Woman's Center of Paducah
announces art show dates
Entries for the 66th Annual Art
Show prcseryted by the Woman's
Center of Paducah will be accepted
Saturday from 9 a.m. to noon. Any
amatt'ur Mtist, adult or student may
submit their original work by hand
at Paducah City Hall ,1t South Fifth
and Washington streets.
Entries may be in oils, acrylics,
water colors, drawings, pastels,
mixed media or computer art. There
will be an entry fee of $8 each for
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Alumni Weekend Includes

'CEL-E-BRATE' at RSEC
Students, faculty and friends are
encouraged to make reservations
and attend "CEL-E-BRATE" at the
Regional Special Events Center on
April21.
The $7.50 admission charge
includes the reception, dinner and
an evening of entertainment. There
will be "living" displays of each era
in MSU's history, including music,
fashions and "hot topics of the
time."

Staff Excellence Award
nominations due April20
Individuals may nominate no
more than one person in each of the
four staff categories, and nominations must be signed and dated.
Completed nomination forms
should be sent through campus
mail to Staff Excellence Award, P.O.
Box 2001, Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071.

MSU summer employment
planning begins for USEP
Students may be assigned on
the Unh·ersity Student Employment Program based on the funds
available in your department.
Federal work-study funds are not
available for summer.
The dates for summer 2001
employmL•nt nre May 12 to Aug.
24.
Student Personnel Action Forms
are due in the Financial Aid Office
by May 11.
Job openings are listed on the
Career Service's section on the
MSU Web site.
Students do not need to be

laura Deaton/The News

'Paws'ing for a breah:

Der by, a golden retriever
owned by Elizabeth Blackford, senior from M urray, poses during the
candidates forum In front of the Curris Center Monday morning.
enrolled in summer school to
work on USEP if they were
enrolled for at least a part-time job
in the spring semester and will be
enrolled again at ieast part time
for the fall semester.
Employers need to incl ude an J9 form for students who have not

worked on campus before.
For questions or further informa
tion, contact the Financial Aid Office
at 762-2629, 762-2599 or 762-3429.

Campus Briefly is compiled l1y Assistant
Netvs Editor Marci Orve11 and Assistant College Lifo Editor Scott Gibson.

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Ufe: 762·4480
Viewpoint 762-4468
Sports: 762·4481

THENEWS.ORG FEATURES SOME OF THE SAME CONTENT THAT GOES INTO EACH fRIDAY'S

~ 762-44 78

Sports: http://www.thenews.org/sports.htm
Onlne: http://www.thenews.org/online.htm

~.,

Fax: 762-3175
£-MaU: thenews@murroystote.edu

11

Following
the
dinner,
a
blues/rock band will play and people are encouraged to dress in the
styles of the era when they were in
their late teens and early 20s. The
attire is optk1naL
Reservations can be made until
Wednesday by contacting 762-3001
between 8 a.m. and 4:30p.m. Monday through Friday.

EDITION OF "THE MURRAY STATE NEWS." IT IS UPDATED WEEKLY.

News: http://www.thenews.org/news.htm
College Life: http://www.thenews.org/life.htm
V"1ewpoint http://www.thenews.org/o pinion.htm

www.thenews.org

.·

The 63rd annual Senior Breakfast will be held
Tue., May 1 at 8 a.m. in the Curris Center
Ballroom . Seniors and graduate students who
are graduating in May o r Aug. 2001 are invited
to the Breakfast free of charge. Students should
RSVP to the Office of Student Affairs no later
than Tues., April 24.

CJ//& 0 / ce-- r~<>p/~OLL£b~OL~/ 6-or/L--/
Alpha love, y our sisters of AOTI

Faculty and staff may purchase tickets for $4.50
from their departn1ent secretary or the Office of
Student Affairs. For more information contact the
office at 6831.

For more information:

http://graduate.louisville.edu
502-852-6495
The University of Louisville offers master's,
specialist and doctoral degrees in:
•
•
•
•
•

arts and humanities
biomedical sciences
business
education
engineering

• music

• natural sciences
• nursing
• social sciences
• social work

And we can help you finance your degree through
scholarships, fellowships and assistantships.
The Unlverstty or Lowsv!Ue Ls an equal opportunny mstltutlon
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Candidates share ideas, views
BY JASON

YATES

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Faculty Regent candidates Terry Strieter
and Corky Broughton voiced their opinions and ideas during an open forum
Tuesday in the Curris Center Barkley
Room.
Strieter, a history professor, and
Broughton, wellness and therapeutic sdences department chair, are vying to
replace current regent Jim Rudolph,
whose four-year stint is coming to a close.
The candidates answered three prepared
questions and then answered questions
from the audience. A crowd of Jess than 20
faculty showed for the forum.
After the forum, both candidates
expressed the reasons that motivated them
to run for the faculty regent position.
Broughton, who has been at the Unive:sity since 1989, said he felt it was time for
him to step and serve the faculty.
"[have had a lot of involvement on committees throughout the University, and I
have family that attend the University," he
said. "I have put a lot of blood, sweat and
tears into this University and I felt it was
time to do my responsibiJity and be an
advocate for the faculty."
Strieter said he came to the dedsion
reluctantly after failing to convince colleagues Bill Call and Ken Wolf to run for
the opening.
"I finally came to the decision to run
because I think we need a regent who will
speak the mind of the faculty on some of
the key issues facing the faculty," he said.

He said the Alexanconcerns to the regents,
der administration has
but I don't want to be
confrontational. You
not always been receptive to faculty concerns
can be a strong advocate without being conwhich has led to apathy
and discontent on camfrontational."
pus.
During the forum,
"I think a new faculty
both candidates agreed
regent coming on at
their No. 1 priority
this time with a new T ERRY S T RIETER
would be to continue to CORKY B ROUGHTON
president can get off to
histOtY professor
instill the importance of wei/ness and theraputiC sciences
a good start, so perhaps
shared
governance
department chair
we won't have to have this confrontation- with the regents. The
Faculty Senate has documented several
al situation," he said.
Broughton said as a department chair, occasions in which they felt shared goverhe has experience at walking a fine line nance was neglected.
that often times comes with the job of the
Broughton said the first step is for the
faculty and the administration to realize
faculty regent.
"As a chair, you are there to be an advo- that they are not enemies.
cate of the faculty in your department, but
"Even if you have agreements or disat the same time you are supposed to fol- agreements, but you are honest in what
low through with what the administration you are trying to present, that in itself
is setting forth as policies," Broughton brings accomplishments to the Universisaid. "If there is anything similar to being ty," he said. "If you do it right, there
faculty regent, it is being a chair of a should not be an issue of shared goverdepartment."
nance. This is one of the things we have
Strieter, who was instrumental in help- lacked in this administration."
ing to organize the Murray Alliance of
Strieter hopes the new president will be
College Educators, has often been an out- receptive to shared governance.
spoken critic of the administration. He
"If the new president will come on
said his public willingness to Challenge the board and take the .right steps to deal with
administration might give him an edge.
faculty concerns and take us into consulta"I believe many faculty think because of tion when important dedsions are made,
my concerns that they can trust me that I that is all we are asking for," he said.
am not going to turn my back on the facBefore the forum, 87 valid ballots out of
ulty and I am not going to accept an 363 eligible faculty members had already
administrative position," he said. "I will been filed. Ballots may be submitted until
be honest with the faculty and carry their 3 p.m. on April17.

Students rank sixth in competition
BY LILLY W HITFIELD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Bernd Kiessling, Matthias
Huettner and Stephan Denk
know what it is like to be
ranked sixth in the world.
The Murray State trio has
been recognized by the E'strat
Challenge, a virtual marketing
competition, for its design of an
Internet cosmetic company.
"The (E'strat Challenge) was
great fun," Kiessling said. "I
can' t wait for the chance of getting an internship or a job. Fun
combined with work is always
good."

After six rounds of competition, which was sponsored by
L'Oreal, the group now ranks
sixth among 400 schools competing worldwide. Other universities competing are Harvard, Cornell, Stanford, New York University, Oxford and Cambridge.
The final results will be released
April20.
If Kiessling, Huettner and
Oenk, who are all graduate students from Regensburg, Germany, place among the top 10
teams in the final round, they
will travel to New York to meet
with L'Oreal executives.
"It was a great team experience," Huettner said. "I hope we

make it to New York."
The first place team will get an
aU-expense paid trip to San Francisco, Paris, London or Tokyo.
For competition, the students
designed a virtual marketing
company using E'strat, a business markettng simulation program. All competing schools
were given a cosmetic company
to build from the ground up.
E'strat assists business students by simulating the choices
and decisions that business executives make everyday, such as
marketing, advertising, product
management, ownership, proposals and production.
At this time, the only U.S.

school ranked above Murray is
NYU.
"J think this validates the quality of our students and of our
business programs here at Murray," marketing professor Glen
Mangold said.
All teams in the competition
have three members. Competing
in the E'strat Challenge was originally Mangold's idea. Kiessling,
Huettner and Denk decided to
try it both for fun and for the
experience.
"l am glad professor Mangold
gave us the opportunity to participate," Denk said. "It was a lot
of fun working with those guys.
I just hope we go to New York."

Ihe

"CA$H IN A FLAS H "

Loans On An~thing Of Value
We Tote The Note Auto Sales
Cars • Trucks • Guns • Knives • TV's
Stereos • Musical Equipment • Coins
Jewelry • Stamps • Baseball Cards
Antiques • Miscellaneous

713 S. 12 St. M urray

9:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.

753-7113

Tune-up your engines with
the right parts from

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.
1300 N. 12th St.
641 N.

753-4424

"See us for your student loans this fall."

~~

The ~7Bank
Murray
How Banking Should Be

PO. Box 1300
405 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753·5626
Fax: (270)759·3777

•PoliceBeat
Thursday, April 5

Monday, April 9

1:12 a.m. A verbal warning was

12:34 a.m. A bicycle was reported stolen from the 500 block of
College Courts. A report was
taken, and it is under investigation.
8:24 p.m. The loan of the Murray
State Police Department's bull
hom was requested to assist in
moving people out of White College. The bull horn was delivered.

issued for public urination at
14th Street and Olive Boulevard.
7:50 a.m. A subject kicked in the
door of the raptor rehab bam
and released an owl. A report
was taken, and the owl was
recovered.
10:15 p.m. Someone threw a firecracker into an Elizabeth College
hallway. Subjects were questioned, but no clear suspects
were found.

Friday, April 6

Tuesday, April 10
1:27 a.m. A group of individuals

were reported writing on the
ground with chalk. An officer
issued for public intoxication in said there was no damage done.
the Emmanuel Lutheran Church 1:45 a.m. A subject reported
someone had put hay in his vehilot.
1:08 a.m. Bradley Giltz, sopho- cle. No damage was done, and
more from Marion, displayed a no report was taken.
fictitious driver's license in the 8:10 a.m. Someone reported
Emmanuel Lutheran Church lot offensive graffiti at Elizabeth
and was arrested for giving a amphitheater. An officer said the
police officer false identification, graffiti was written in chalk, and
liquor law violation and posses- Facilities Management was notified.
sion of drugs.
8:30
p.m. A subject reported
10:58 p.m. Two trucks containtheft
of
checks in Elizabeth Coling several people in the truck
lege.
A
report
was taken, and it
bed threw bottles in the Spa.rks
is
under
investigation.
Hall parking lot. The trucks were
last seen behind the bowling
alley and were gone upon officer Wednesday, April 11
8:12 a.m. An individual was
arrival.
stuck in an elevator on the Special Education Building third
Saturday, April 7
12:54 a.m. A citation was issued floor. Facilities Management was
for careless driving and two fail- notified.
ures to wear a seat belt behind 9:56 p.m. There was a bat in the
Hart College third floor study
Franklin College.
5:06 a.m. Stephen Burkeen, a hall. An officer removEtd the bat.
non-student, was arrested at 11:35 p.m. A subject reported she
Pocket's Shell for DUI and pos- heard a woman scream for help
but did not know the woman's
session of marijuana.
location. The subject was gone
8:59 p.m. An officer issued a citaupon officer arrival.
tion for reckless driving on the
stadium ramp.
11:45 p.m. An officer stopped
Crime prevention tip: Public Safety
two vehicles that appeared to be wants to remind students to keep a
drag racing at Doran and Main close eye on their belongings
streets.
because thefts are more commonthis
1:04 a.m. A verbal warning was

Sunday, April 8
2:19 a.m. Two individuals tried

to start a fight at Clark College.
They were gone upon officer
arrival.
8:35 a.m. Joseph Gaskill, a nonstudent, was arrested for DUI
second offense with a suspended
license and expired registration
on Olive Boulevard.

time in tlte semester.
Motorist assists - 10
Racer Escorts - 3

Police 8eJit is compiled by MJlrci
Owen, assistant news editor, from
materials available from Public
Safety. All dispatched calls are not
listed.

Hou•ing/Re•lden~e

llle
Depann~enf would like fo fhank
fhe following people:

• Many thanks to the Hart College residents for being
understanding as we find other living accommodations for you
• Ahuge thank you to the Racer Gold residents for their
willingness to take a roommate for the fall semester
• White College residents ...thanks for your patience and
understanding during the transformer power outage
• RA &RD staff•••thanks for all of your help in working with
the Hart College residents and the Monday night White College
transformer power outage. Your dedication and commitment to
making Murray State students # 1 does not go unnoticed.
You are all terrific!
• Again, we appreciate everyone being so helpful,
understanding and cooperative. We can not say enough good
things about our Murray State students.
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ViewPoint

VIEWPOINT EDITOR: LOREE STARK
PHONE:

762-4468

Our View
ISSUE:
THE MOST
STUDENTS SINCE

1985 SHOWED AT

Week

THE POLLS FOR
THE STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
AsSOCIATION
ELECTIONS.

What do you think
about Hart College
closing for the fall?
11

POSITION:
IT SEEMS THAT
APATHY IS
FINALLY MAKING
AN EXIT AT
MuRRAY STATE.

1 THINK IT WAS

AN INCONVE·
NIENCE FOR
EVERYBODY."

KYRA McDoNALD
Juniol, Hopkinsvtl,.

11

1THINK

FOR

THE PEOPLE IT
DOES AFFECT IT
Will REALLY
SUCK."

11

1r'S GOING TO

BE DIFFICULT FOR

Candidates campaigning, hundreds
of students crowding
the steps of Lovett
Auditorium for All
Campus Sing and a
mass exodus from
White College.
These are just a few
of this past week's
elements that made
Murray State's campus virtually unrecognizable from the
usual lull of classes
and weekend parties.
One of the most
noticeable differences
that distinguished
the Murray State
campus from any
other time of the year
was the long line of
students waiting to
vote for candidates in
the Student Government
Association
election.
It seems that the
apathetic overcast on
campus has finally
been lifted.
A record number
since 1985, 1,482 voters made it to the
polls to cast their
votes this year.
Last years election
garnered only 627
students at the polls,

possibly because of a
lack of candidates in
the executive council
positions.
This year's presidential candidates
offered a wide range
of diversity - Greek,
non-Greek,
male,
female.
It seemed as if there
was almost someone
for every group represented.
It was quite a pleasant surprise to see
candidates
scram- 11111-•-----~
bling to tackle topics
that college students
prioritized as main
issues at the Univer- ...-"~
sity.
It has seemed as if
Greeks were the
major players when it
came to showing at
the polls. This year,
however, 632 Greeks
voted, while 592 nonGreek students came
out to support their
favorite candidates.
This is definitely a
sure sign of students
on campus beginning
to care about who
represents
them
when it comes to the
decision-making at
Murray State.

The Murray State News
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OF T HE S T UOENT S •
VOTES,

l

AM S GA's

NEW PREs\'bENT.
Bu.,. SoME ?E.o'?\....E

HAVE

P~B\..EMS

W \ T H "T H \ S ... ·

BACK O f"f", AL- .
\ \-US ONE' S

MlNE.

THE PEOPLE WHO
LIVE THERE, BUT
THE REPAIRS NEED
TO BE MADE.
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I THINK THEY

Game demonstrates technological progression
In My
Opinion

WAITED TOO
LONG TO DO
IT."

senior, Paducah

jASON
BILLINGSLEY
11

Russ Cu:AVER
scphomore. Murray

1F THEY'RE GOING

"I

KNOW THIS

TO DO A RENOVA·

DOES NOT

TION, IT'S A GOOD

APPEAR TO BE

IDEA BUT IT'S

A BIG DEAL TO

GONNA CAUSE

MOST PEOPLE,

PROBLEMS FOR THE

BUT THE

STUDENTS.
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Karri Rubeck/The News

REALISM,
GRAPHICS AND
FUN THIS GAME

NEWS
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071 -3301
e-mail: thenews@ murraystate.edu
Jason Yates
Ed1tor •n Chief

Greg Stark
Associate Editor

Lisa Wheat
News Editor

Loree Stark
Viewpoint Editor

PROVIDES
MAKES ME
WONDER HOW
GAMES CAN

GET ANY
BETTER."

Although it may seem comical running.
or sad to most people, I had one
I had read about and watched
of the greatest experiences in movies on the Internet of this
my life regarding one of my demo, which is packaged in the
hobbies Sunday at Babbage's in game "Zone of the Enders"
the Kentucky Oaks Mall. The (made by the same game direcexperience: seeing and playing tor, Hideo Kojima), but I had
the demo for "Metal Gear Solid not actually seen it in action in
2" for the PlayStation2.
person until Sunday.
1 know this does not appear to
From the opening movie of
be a big deal to most people, but the game's lead character "Solid
the realism, graphics and fun Snake" (the code name for the
this game provides makes me black ops-type character who
wonder how games can get any has been the main character for
better.
all the "Metal Gear" games datFor some background infor- ing back to the original Nintenmation, "Metal Gear Solid 2" .is do Entertainment System)
the PS2 sequel to "Metal Gear jumping off the George WashSolid," most often regarded as ington Bridge in New York onto
the best game for tht' PSOne. a cargo ship to the battle with
MGS2 is possibly the most antic- the first boss that ends the
ipated video game in history, demo. The amount of coolness
and could be the game that wins this demo provides a gaming
the next generation of video fan is unmeasurable.
How can a little demo provide
game console wars for Sony,
even as Sony has shipped over so much thrills?
10 million PS2's worldwide
It's all about the realism this
game displays. Knock out a
already.
I was in Babbage's on Sunday guard and leave him lying on
trading in some games for a new the ground, and his friends will
(and the best) PS2 baseball come by to wake him up.
,
game, "High Heat MLB 2002",
The solution: throw him overwhen I looked at the the PS2 board or stuff him into a locker.
kiosk and saw the MGS2 demo Leave a blood trail or wet foot-

•Your Views
Yates staff said he did not
Recent editorial cartoon American does have the right to its prime - the staff got an
free speech. But the right to free African-American to agree with receive any complaints, and not
deeply offensive to student speech does not mean every- the views of the cartoonist so one single letter had been writTo the Editor:

Melissa Stoneberger
College Life Editor

Jason Billingsley
Sports Editor

Seth Frank
Online Editor

Ryan Brooks
Photography Editor

Kristin Hill
Chief Copy Editor

Brad Cecil
Advertising Manager
"The Murray State News~ is prepared and
edited by students under the advisershlp of
Joe Hedges. Opinions expressed are those
of the ed1tors and other signed writers.
These opinions do not necessarily represent
the v•ew of journal1sm faculty or the Univer·
s1ty, This is an official publication of Murray
State Umversity.

prints and you will be followed. game the demo is packaged
Shooting someone in head or with, despite not having played
groin will damage them more that game.
than a shot in the chest.
Whoever at Konami decided
Other things not directly on this marketing strategy
affecting game play include deserved a raise because 1 am
knocking over an ic\! container sure the ''Zone of the Enders"
and being able to watch the ice sales went up by at least 50 per·
cubes slowly melt, bottles of cent because people were puralcohol in the crew's bar, bags of chasing it mainly for the MGS2
food in the pantry and items demo. Oh yeah, ZOE is a good
shattering or leaking after being game too.
shot.
I have played console video
The entertainment the demo games since fourth grade, and I
provides does not end after you have seen console video games
beat it.
progress from the eight-bit era
Wtien you beat the demo, you into the new 128-bit era.
,
are gi•:en a password to input
After seeing this demo, I can
on Konami of Japan's Web site not see how games can get any
(www.kcej.com) to see how better.
r
know
technologic,ll
your score rates with everyone
else in the world who has beat- advances will be made to make
en the demo on each of its five MGS2 look inferior in a few
difficulty levels.
years, but the bar has been
The challenge then is to beat raised so high, I'm scared of
the demo cleaner and faster what will come next.
than everyone else in the world.
We arc truly living in an age
Anyone playing this demo when technological innovation
immediately drew a crowd, as I is progressing faster than many
watched a couple of other pea- people can fathom.
pie play the demo before I had a
chance to play.
Once I did play, I became con- Jason Billit~gsley is lire sports edivinced to actually purchase the tor for "The Murray Sltlfe News."

As a Caucasian student at
Murray State who has read the
last two editions of "The
News," I am deeply disgusted
and offended for many reasons.
As I sit and analyze the Ci.lC·
toon by Shock and read the
commentaries by jason Yates
and Carl Williams, I become
extremely disappointed in not
only "The News" staff but with
the University .
Now, I am no expert on
racism, nor am I an expert with
the Constitution of the United
States, but I do realtze every

thing a person thinks or feels is
appropriate to be published in a
newspaper.
By publishing that cartoon
"The News" staff is allowing
someone to demean not only
Coach Anderson, but an entire
group of people. This cartoon is
basically conveying the idea a ll
African-Americans speak in
slang, and they come off as
being completely unintelligent
and incompetent.
In Yates' response he said
"The News" is not hiding
behind its First Amendment
rights, but that is exactly what it
is doing . It is clearly racism at

the views to be "all right" for
publishing. All it takes is for one
African-American to agree
before the staff can say, "if he
thinks it's all right then it must
be all right for us to publish."
With that said, the staff can
now claim this is a race-neutral
issue and cry First Amendment
rights or a simple diversity
issue. If the staff is going to
maintain the cartoon was in reference to the supposed two
worst losses in Murray State's
history, then the cartoonist
would have criticized the coaching style not the language or hi::.
intelligence.

ten to the editor. Well, here you
go. Here is the first letter and I
am sure it will not be the last letter you receive.
Once again, being Caucasian,
I am offended. If 1 am offended
imagine hbw many AfricanAmericans are offended. In the
future, before printing another
cartoon you might want to sit
down and think about possible
problems that might arise
because of a lack of competence
and societal awareness.

jennifer Carr
freshman from Lexington

Wrl8tous
"The Murray
State News"
welcomes
commentaries
and letters to the
editor. Letters
should be 300
words or fewer
andmustbe

signed.
"The Murray
State News"
reserves the right
to edit for style,
length and
content.
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Housing problems bring discontent
In My
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BRYAN
GARNER

"THERE IS
MUCH
POTENTIAL FOR
GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT
W ITHIN T HIS
SCHOOL AND
IT EMBITTERS
STUDENTS TO
SEE THAT
POTENTIAL
SQUANDERED."

The past couple of weeks have
been full of news for Murray
State students, especially tho~e
living on campus - specifically
Hart College residents. During
that time, I have sat down on
t h ree occasions to write about
how these problems impact residents, b ut to no avail.
The reason? I have become so
incensed with the actions of both
the University and Housing that
anyth ing I have constructed has
been so wrought with expletives
that it would not be suitable for
p rint. That being said, I will try
once more to tell the students'
story.
A little more than two weeks
ago, Kentucky State Police officers en tered my residential college, stayed for a while and left
carrying evidence bags. Among
the officers was the coroner. We
(Hart College residents), being
college students and not children, were fairly sure that someone had died in our building. But
when we raised questions as to
such, we were told that nothing
of consequence to the Hart resi-

dents had occurred .
Director of Housing and Residential Life Paula Hulick said
Housing could not release any
information until the KSP issued
a press release. But she could
ha\·e admitted an incident had
occurred, and we would be
informed as that information
became available.
When the police and coroner
left, they left through Hart's front
lobby, which at the time of their
departurt! was full of students
participating in a RCC program.
There was no denying something important hod happened.
Telling the students nothing of
our concern had occurred wns an
insult to both our age and our
intelligence.
In addition to the mishandling
of the initial situation, Housing
later issued a press release
informing the public of the situation, .and assuring both students
and parents counselors were
being provided for anyone who
needed them.
As a Flart resident, 1 want to
inform both other students and

Battle in order to stop
plague of capri pants
In My

Opinion

TOMMY
0UVERIO

"PEOPLE OF
OUR CAMPUS,
UNITE IN THE
FIGHT AGAINST
MEN WEARING
PIRATE PA NTS. "

During the last few summers, there has been an
ever·so growing fad in
which I would descrlbe as a
plague, a curse placed
upon society for whatever
reason. You know them as
peda l push ers, clam d iggers, capri pants or the infamous "pirate pant," b ut I
only know them as a blasphemous insult to fashion.
This style was popular in
the '50s, but now it has
infected our malls and
spread like a virus through
campus and beyond. I
know man y women wear
these pants, some because
they like them, which I
commend. But others who
are just manipulated by
modern
propaganda,
slaves to fash ion and quick
to follow the herd without
question to the nearest Gap
or Abercrombie and Fitch.
Honestly, some women
are attractive in British
knickerbockers, but, sadly,
most are not. Whatever
your opinion of them is, it
does no t matter. Women
w ill purchase these pants
until the s tores decide they
are not trendy any longer,
and why should they quit
now?
Maybe it is too late to

save the women but now, a
new battle has unfolded.
A more important battle,
so important J will declare
it a war, and it is a war
against men wearing these
pants.
Can you believe it? Men
are starting to wear these
hip-hugging girly pants.
What are they thinking?
Do these fools not know
with every ignorant step
they take in these pants,
they are being mocked and
laughed upon? I cannot
believe a man would lower
himself to the level it takes
to wear women's clothing.
What's next? Are big
guys going to start wearing
bras (bros)? Dresses? Will
they open a section at
Express aimed at outfitting
these cross-dressing fools?
People of our campus,
urute in the fight against
men wearing pirate pants.
If you see some unfortunate soul sporting such
ridiculous pants, let him
know that his pirate pants
are not welcome here, and
we can help make Murray
State a better place to be.

the public no additional counseling was provided. The counseling Hulick spoke of is the same
counseling that is available every
single day of the year.
Additional counseling may not
be nt..>eded for this situation, but
Housing should not ha\'e led the
public to believe they were taking extra concern for students
when indeed they were not.
Then, as Hart students had
come to terms with the aforementioned crisis, we were given
notice of our eviction from our
rooms for at least one (and let's
face it, p robably two) semesters. I
realize what is done is done, and
we will have to move regardless.
But let's take a look at the problem behind the problem.
The decline in Hart's water system was first detected three or
four years ago.
Since th en, University officials
have been u nable to devise a
remedy to the problem. Three to
fou r years! If that long is needed
to fi nd a solution, I question the
competency o f Paula H ulick and
Housing.

IT's NoT IN A

The major reason for the delay, would have proven cheaper and
as stated in last week's "The more time efficient.
Murray State News" by Vice
Hulick also said Housing is
President of Facilities Manage- funded independently from the
ment Dewey Yeatts, is funding. University. Have n one of the
Where is the money going?
Housing or University leaders
Murray State Uni\·ersity has questioned th is during the past
not built a new residential col- three to four years? It seems
lege since hefore the '70s, when absurd in an academic com munienrollment was around 5,000 stu- ty with brilliant minds and much
dents. Since then, the student education this has not been
body has expanded to around •addressed and a solution found.
9,000, and Ordway, Woods and
Students are the Lifeblood of
Wells halls, which were formerly any school of higher learning,
dorms, have been converted for and Murray State student!'> are
other uses.
tired of being treated like secondBut in the past year the residen- class citizens.
tial colleges have been painted (a
There is much potentia l for
cosmetic decision that now seems growth and development within
unnecessary given recent de\·el- this school and it embitters stuopments), a fence has been built dents to see that potential squanand painted and there are plans dered.
for a Great G lass Wonkavator to
Changes, must be made, an d
be installed in the Curris Center.
they must be made soon. The
Furthermore, if the University University's leaders need to
did not have the money to fix the remember the students of today
problem then, and it does not are the a lumni of tomorrow.
have the money to fix it now,
then why wasn't money borrowed for repairs at the initial Bryan Gamer is a sopl10more
sign of decay? This decision accou11ting major from Paducah.

CONDO.
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Tommy Oliverio is a 5op/t,lmore public relations major
from Salem, Ill.

Women's History Month reflects social, economical progress
In My

Opinion

ANNE
BENES

"HALF OF ALL
SO CIAL
PROGRESS WAS
LOST OR
DELAYED
BECAUSE THE
GENIUS THAT
MIGHT HAVE
BRO UGHT IT
TO LIGHT
RESIDED IN A
FEMALE BODY."

Should women be paid a "living
wage"? Is it appropriate for women
to be in
leadership positions? Those were
serious questions in the 1960s.
We just celebrated Women's History month in March. At the "Celebrate
Women" luncheon, we were congratulating ourselves on how much the
status of women has improved.
Since the '60s, there has been a
great change in the typical American
attitude toward women, a maJOr
"paradigm shift" in our beliefs about
what women are capable of doing
and how much they should be paid
for doing it.
In the late 1960s, a bookstore owner
in downtown Minneapolis told me he
preferred to hire women. He had
three reasons:
One, women are more reliable than
men, he said. They take less time off,
come on time and stay on the job
longer.
Two, women are more honest than
men: They won't steal money or take
books home.
And three, best of all, he said, he
can pay them less.
''I'm not prejudiced against women
at all," he told me. "I hire women

whenever I can."
A male friend told me about his
experience in the '60s. When he was
17 years old, he was hired by the
owner/manager of a neighborhood
grocery store to be the assistant manager. The owner told him if he had
any questions, he should ask any one
of the three clerks: all women who
had worked for him for 10 to 25 years.
"They knew everything about the
business," he said. "Whatever you
need to know, just ask them."
My male friend took the job, but
always felt strange being a teen-aged
supervisor to these much older and
more experienced women. He knew
he was "managing" these women
only because he was male. The owner
had never considert>d oifering sw.:h a
position to one of his long-time workers, simply because they were
women. This was a fact of life in 1968.
The paradigm w.1s firmly in place:
Men were managl'ment. Women
were support stafi.
After the civil rights movement of
the '60s, women began asking, "Civil
rights for blacks, why not women,
too?"
We began to see a lot of changes in
the 70s. fn 1974, nurst~s in J Colomdo

hospital found the janitors were paid
higher salaries than nurses. The jani·
tors were all men, and had on average, an eighth grade education. The
nurses were all women, and had
graduated from high school and from
professional nursing school.
The nurses went to the hospital
administrator - a man - and com·
plained that this did not seem right or
fair. The administrator responded
that of course the janitors were paid
more - they were men! And families
relied on men for suppprt, not
women. Families could not rely upon
women's salaries, because they were
paid so little.
That was the paradigm then; however, the truth is, families have
always depended on women's work
even when women's work was
underpaid.
Well, those nurse~ in 1974 decided
to challenge the paradigm that women's work did not have to be paid
well. They told the hospital administrator if they did not get a raise, they
would be on strike. The administrator
said nurses were not allowed to go on
strike. Patients might die. Furthermore, if they went on strike, he would
fire them all.

The whole country heard about the
debate. And everyone took a side.
One, nurses should not be allowed
to strike because they are engaged in
life-saving occupation, and people
may die if nurses are not present.
Two, nurses should be allowed to
strike because they are entitled to fair
pay. U their jobs are so important,
they should be paid according!}'·
The hospital administrator became
aware .the sentiments of most people
in the country were for the nurse5
and against him. He raised the nurses
salaries to equal the salaries of the
male janitors. The paradigm was
shifting.
Those stories are from 30 years ago.
Where are we now?
fn 1970, women were earning 59
cents for every dollar rnen earned.
Our pay has risen to 77 cents to the
male dollar. That is a national average. In Kentucky. women still earn 59
cents for every dollar a man earns.
What about politics? In 1970, there
were five women in congress. Today,
the new 107th Congress has 13
\\'Omen senators and 49 women representatives. An increa~e, yes, but still
only about 10 perct'nt of the total.
What should be 50:50 is 10:90.

How about business? Of the top
500 companies in the United States,
only five are headed by women. Consequently, women often chose to start
their own business rather than to
struggle against discrimination.
Women are going into business for
themselves at twice the rate of men.,
and they are succeeding. The average
new business has a two-year success
rate of 50 percent (that is, after two
years. 50 percent are still in business).
The two-year success rate for womenowned businesses is 80 percent.
Bankers take note.
Until recently, half of the world's
population has been discouraged
from using their talents and capabilities. Think about that: half of all art
and music, of JJI scientific discoveries. Half of all social progress was lost
or delayed because the genius that
might have brought it to light resided
in a female body.
What would our lives be like right
now if the world were SO percent
more advanced than it is? Can we
really .1fford to delay equality any
longer?

Amze Benes is an Englislz as a Second
Lwguage instmrtor.
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Professor estimates students yearly Students anticipate
pump $40 million into local economy Hart closing down
Editor's note: This is the second
story in a series about the student impact on tlze Mrtrray community.

BY ERIN

RICHARDS

STAFF WRITER

During the bustling lunch
hour at Mr. Ed's Campus coffee shop, finding a non-student in the establishment
would be tough.
"We get very few of the
general public in here," said
manager Becky Carr. "It's all
students - the workers and
the customers. I'm the only
full-time employee."
So dependent is the Coffee
Shop on students that they
even close during the sum·
mer, Winter Break and Spring
Break. Other Murray industries may not be as tied to University life as Mr. Ed's Campus Coffee Shop, but much of
their business is still dependent on college students.
Gil Mathis, economics and
finance professor, completed
a study 16 years ago that measured the economic impact
University students had on
Calloway County. By adjusting for inflation and increased
enrollment, Mathis estimated
students currently spend
approximately $39,835,116 a
year on expenses, including
house payments, auto expens·
es, clothing, hobbies enter·
tainment and food . Mathis
approximated the total impact
of that spending on the county was around $59,751,270.
Stuart Shull, who owns Gloria's World Village Foods
with his wife, Gloria, talked
about the economic impact
students had on their store.
"With this location, we rely
a lot on students," he said.
"We don't get a lot of town
traffic. When you guys go on
break, it's noticeable because
our business goes down about
50 percent."

common

BY ScOTT G IBSON
ASSISTANT COUEGE liFE EDITOR AND

grouna
The students' economic
impact on the local community is responsible for much of
its success. Martin Milkman,
associate economics and
finance professor, mentioned
how the new retail stores on
U.S. 641 and Regional Special
Events Center's events are
here because of Murray State,
and continue to bring more
people and hence, more
wealth to the town.
The University's increased
enrollment parallels the population growth in Murray during the past 10 years. Murray
has experienced a 3.5 percent
population increase since
1990, bringing the city's population to 14,950, according to
the U.S. Census Bureau.
Mathis said part of the population growth could be
attributed to an increase in
economic activity because of
MSU.
"Murray benefits from the
University in that it has a
much more diversified economy and government," Mathis
said. "There are lots of service
jobs and the medical and legal
community are strong. The
University provides employment, income and a socially
good place to live which
increases the economic impact
and industry."
Without the University,
Mathis concluded Murray
would probably be more like
nearby Mayfield, whose economy depends more on industry and agriculture. Milkman
speculated on the disruption
of Murray's financial situation
H it suddenly lost Murray
State.
"If the University closed,

SAM A GUIAR
STAFF WRITER

Students who planned to live in
f tart College next semester are

1

ldura Oeaton/The News

Lindsay Robinson (left), junior from LouiS\'ille, and Elisia
Soto. junior from Hopkinsville, eat at Mr. Ed's Campus Coffee Shop every other day.
the impact would be devastat"Faculty here arc still paid
ing," Milkman said. "Large below those te<tching at comemployer and retail stores parable schools," Milkman
would close. Faculty and stu- said. "Plus our students are
dents would not be needing collectively not as wealthy as
health care so those facilities some other college students,
would suffer, too. Plus the so they have less dispensary
town's population would be income."
cut in half."
Mathis agreed students'
While students do have a
wealth is the "common
substantial financial impact
on the community, Milkman denominator" of what stusaid it is limited by several dents contribute to the econofactors. He said since so many my of their town. Yet students
students leave on the week- indirectly contribute to the
ends, they spend less money city's income. Mathis said colin the community than if they leges raise the education and
stayed here all the time. He income level of their suralso said the economic impact rounding cities and counties,
would be greater if the facul- and fhat the per capita income
ty's and students' incomes is highest near university
were higher.
towns.

Sun, sand, and that special guy...
Spring break regrets?
Get a Free Pregnancy Test
same day results - aU services confidential

LifeHouse Pregnancy Care Center

A

already making quick decisions
about where and with whom they
will room.
The Housing Office announced
earlier this month to close the residential college next semester for
water-pipe repairs.
The decision to close Hart has not
only .lff{.'Cted those who live in the
residential college. J.W. Lane,
junior from Hickman, lives off campus, but had planned on moving to
Hart in the fall semester.
" I moved off campus when I was
a sophomore," Lane said. "Now
I'm tired of the trouble it takes to
find parking in the morning and
the extra time it takes for the commute."
Lane said he is moving into
Franklin College with a friend in
the fall. Both are concerned they
may not be able to reserve the same
room in Hart for the spring semester.
Blake Robertson, sophomore
from Mount Vernon, Ill., has a similar problem. Robertson lives in
I lester, but had applied for a college· to-college transfer to Hart.
Now he and his future roommate
must find a new place to live.
"At this point I know who my
roommate is, but where we will
live is a question yet to be
answered," Robertson said.
Robertson's roommate was
recently hired as a resident adviser
in Hart. Even though he is an RA
he must have a roommate because
of the lack of Living space on campus.
A similar situation occurred in
September 1998 when many students had to relocate after the Hester College fire. Unlike Hart, Hester
residents did not expect the move.

Despite the tragedy, Hester residents were able to stick together.
Dave
Blair,
senior
from
Collinsville, lll., had moved to Elizabeth College, but then decided to
move into a house with six of his
friends. A month later he moved to
Hart with another friend. Blair said
a strong sense of community
remained once he returned to Hester.
"I just wanted to be with my
friends and people that were going
through the exact same thing,"
Blair said. "In january, when we all
moved back to Hester, J definitely
felt that I got closer to my floor and
everyone else, because we all had a
certain connection with each
other."
Another Hester resident, Randy
Lawrence, junior from West Frankfort, Ill., did not know anyone on
his floor before the fire.
"When we got back I became
closer to the guys on my flopr,"
Lawrence said. "It was great. I had
only lived in Hester for about a
month before the fire, but it felt like
I was coming home once we got
back."

The games will not end
While Hart College will be vacated next semester, the residential
college will continue to compete in
intramural sports.
Current Hart residents and offcampus students who are associated with the college will still be affiliated with its intramural program
in the fall.
Allowing the students to remain
assigned to the Hart intramural
program in the fall will help the
organization of sports in the future.
Hart students in the fall will have
the opportunity to play softball,
flag football, pre-season basketball
and any sports that may be added.
Hart teams will still be able to earn
points in the All-Sports Standings
and be eligible for the overall title
at the end of the year.
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Education Majors ...

1506 Chestnut Street

Happy
Birthday
BRAD!

Tan house 2-doors down from Boulders

753-0700

Ask your sales rep. about the
3 for 2 special. Call 762-44 78.

April 13, 2001
The MSU faculty are fortunate, indeed, to have Dr. Terry Strieter as a candidate for faculty
regent. Dr. Strieter came to MSU in 1977, the year before I did, and I am proud to say I have
known Terry in several different professional capacities since that time. Terry epitomizes the
image of the "ideal" faculty member. He is an exceptional teacher who maintains high academic standards for both undergraduate and graduate students. He is well published having
written books, numerous journal articles, presents papers at many national and regional history conferences, and attends conferences for the academic joy of learning and applying that
knowledge in the classroom. Terry also works diligently on the many committees to which he
belongs. Having served on some of those committees with him, I can tell you Terry makes
very informed decisions, does his homework before attending those meetings, and he is a
consensus builder. Terry serves his community well. too, often participating in many communi·
ty·based events thereby building better community/university relations. Terry Strieter has
made a successful career accomplishing the goals to which all faculty at MSU strive to
achieve: academic excellence, research, university service, and community service. He maintains high standards, raising the bar for his students and requiring students to go beyond what
they think they are capable of learning. Terry is a teacher's teacher, and he is a great leader.
He has worked long and hard through the MSU Faculty Senate, and other university committees, to improve the quality of life for faculty on this campus. Elect him to the position of
Faculty Regent and faculty voices will be heard by the Board of Regents; more importantly,
Terry will bring to the Board's table the idea of consensus building that can only serve to better
and to improve the position of all faculty on this campus. Terry has my vote and my confidence. Dr. Terry Strieter needs to be elected as the next Faculty Regent to the Board of
Regents. I urge you to give him your support and your vote.
Most sincerely,
Kenneth C. Carstens, Ph.D.

Paid for by Kenneth C. Carstens

Please check our website for attending schools:
http://campus.murraystate.edu/services/careerservices/careerfair.htm

For More Inforntation, Contact:
Career Services Office
@ (270) 762-3735
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SGA candidates discuss financial
SGA Election Results
considerations of running for office
BY LISA WHEAT

1. Whitney Burrough614
[543
2. Dawn Johnson
3. Brandon Powell 540
4. Kaci Greer
~97
5. Eric Espey
465
464
6. Karen Hill
7. Stacey Stephen 434
8. Craig Hoffman
~24

News EDITOR
Studen t Government Association
p residential candidates learned it is
important to know who your friends
are when running for office.
To publicize their run for office while
staying under the $600 SGA-regulated
spending limit, candidates have found
asking for favors and looking for bargains are a must.
Presidential candidate Jason Pittman
said he spent about $540 on his campaign. Some of his main costs were
advertising in "The Murray State
News," lei necklaces, posters and potato chlps he passed out w ith fliers.
Pittman said the wood and most of
the paint he used for his signs were
scraps from his father's business,
Pittman Flagging and Escorting. He
also made some of his copies on the
copy machine that belongs to his OJ
business.
The Pittman-for-President pins were
partly left over from the candidate's
former campaign for freshman senator.
Pittman said he assembled the pins
himself.
" It was all my time and effort,"
Pittman said. "If you want to put a price
tag on hard work, my price tag would
be really high."
Pittman said he will not seek the
allowed $50 compensation from SCA,
but he will turn in his receipts anyway.
"I don't think I should be taking any
money from the students simply
because I lost or won," he said.
Pittman said regardless of the outcome, the money he spent was worth
the experience of campaigning.
-"It's as good as an education because
I learned a great deal and I love this
stuff," he said.
Presidential candidate Andy Clinger,
who touted himself as someone running a non-traditional campaign, said
his expenses were plywood, signs and
paint brushes. Those amou nted to
under $50.
"I got a hell of a deal on plywood,

9. Kim Morris
10. Brent Dolen
11 . Chris Sanders
12. Lare Allen
13. Kevin Thomas
14. Kent Green
15. Anis Drira

College of Business (three elected)
and Public Affairs senators

1. Jennifer Payne
241
168
2. Kyle Hensley
3. Jeremiah McGuire159

4. Greg Gates
5. Rebecca O'Daniel

K<mi Rubeck/The News

Jason Pittman, SGA presidential candidate, drove his OJ van around campus
during voting hours, offering to take students to the polls.
otherwise l wouldn' t have signs," shirts, paint, wood and nails for signs.
Clinger said . "The reason why we have
"It all came out of my pocket," Jackthe $600 spending limit is for poor kids son said. " I just didn't ha\·e $600 to
spend."
like me."
jackson said he thought his exposure
Clinger also promoted his W~b site,
www.andy4prez.com, during the cam- was adequate with the money he spen t
"This election should not be about
paign. He said his mother made his
who
spends the most money or who
posters and designed the his Web site,
has
the
nicest signs," he said. " It should
while his brother's Web company hostbe
about
who's the most qualified caned it.
'
didate."
Nikki Key, who won the election, said
Melissa Baker, SGA election ways
her campaign expenses totaled about
and
means chair, said regulating how
$370. Her main costs have included
much candidates spend is difficult. She
poster boards, table tents, hand bills
said candidates are not required to turn
and T-shirts. Her wooden signs
in their receipts unless they want the
remained from previous elections,
SCA reimbursement.
except for the updated photograph and
"It's pretty impossible to regulate,"
office for which she was running. The
she said. "I honestly can't go arou nd
printing of the signs was donated, she and count posters. I can't count buttons,
said.
and l don't know how much a billboard
"The main thing is to make sure they costs to make."
see your name as much as possible,"
Baker said the $600 limit was intendKey said. "I feel like I accomplished that ed to keep candidate expenditures
through all the advertising that I did. I under control.
feel I didn't need to c;pend the full
"We don't want someone to spend
$600."
$1,500 on the election," she said. "We
Presidential candidate Jarrod Jackson don't want things to get way out of
said his cost of $250 went toward T- hand with billboards on 641."

1. Jeremy Jones
2. Richie McCierkin
•••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
Should MSU have a Homecoming King Yes ~7 No ~3
Freshman 337
Sophomore 293
Junior
311
Senior
84o
Graduate 42

Female
Male

1696 Commuter
581 Non-commuter
Residential College
Greek
Non-Greek592 Total Votes

362
88
592
1,482

WILDCAT CREEK RECREATION AREA
Camp Sites .........................................................................................................$19 per night
Day Use (p icnic, swim, volleyball) .............. :................................................... $2 p er person
Canoe Rental ........................................................................................$25 pe r day or $8 per hour
GROUPS WELCOME--CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
Murray State Stud ent & Faculty Discounts for c amping.
canoe renta l & g roup gatherings (must show ID)
Located 3 m iles south of Miller Golf Course on Hwy. 280

28 Wildcat Beach Road
Murray. KY 42071
Phone: 270-436-5628
Fox: 270-436-6128
Visit our Website
www. wildcat-creek.com

PART-TIME WORK

with
LIFE TIME BENEFITS

* COLLEGE TUITION
ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE
* $ 8000 BONUS
* Officer Programs
Positions Available
Military Police, Intelligence, Aviation Mechanics,
Electronics, Special Forces. etc.

IMo11 • Fn. 8 a.m. -6 p.m
'l

1~ am.-4 p.m. Need Money In A Hurry??
11.., ~If
You Have A New or Used
7
Sat.

~r.,"-(<,1tf'l'
c.of'l''t'

ComPUter Sates. SeMce. 8t NelwOOJng

224 B•ooelwOv Poaucon KY 42001

computer. GIVe Us A CaUl

2 70-4 43-7400

The Department of Houalfl9'Resldence
Ufe would like to congratulate the Febnay

& March OTM recipients and
honorees. We appreciate all of the
hard wort< and dedication you
give toward 1he students of
Munay State University. The servtc:e
you provide is a very
Important aspect of trilersity life.

February
Resident Adylsor of the Month
Jessica t..wter- White College

1-800-GO-GUARD

Tiffany Freeman- Clark College

KY NATIONAL GUARD

Jason Jennings & John Gib son· "Jason & John's Public Safety

Also Recognized
E,dycatlonal Prooram of tho Month
Announcemenr • Richmond COllege

Also Recognized
Ash lee VInyard· 'What You Say Is What You Get• • White College

CiilNA l'UfffT
10% Of/with MSU Stude11t ID

All
You
Can
Eat
Buffet
Fresh Buffet, Fresh Dessert, Salad &Ice Cream
OPEN DAILY
• Mon .- Thur.: 10:30 a.m.- 10 p.m.
• Fri. & Sat.: 10:30 a.m.- 10:30 p.m.

• Sun.: 10:30 a.m.- 9:30p.m.
600 N. 12th St (Next door to Taco John:~)

•

Central Shopping Center • Murray

I~ ~

~ (270) 753-8916

Community Service Program of the Month
Amy Bridges & Patrick Abanathy· "Vslentme's Day Date Auction (Relay.for
Life)" • White College

Social Program of tho Month

,

J essica Lewter & AshiH VInyard·
•Food, Faculty. and Fun"· White College

March
Resident Ady!sor of tho Month
Female: Angela Gambrell- Springer College
Ma,.: Robby Croh· Franklin College

Also Recognized:
Erin Brantley- Elizabeth Col/egg
Amy Wild· Hester College
Dave Bowersox· Reggnts College
John Underwood- Elizabeth Col/egg

Educational program of tho Month;
Jodlg Cremer & Tiffany Fregman- "Party In tflg Lobby"· Clark College

\Social Program of tho month:
Jackie !Mse & Sarah McKenzie . "Sex In the Lobby" • Hester College

Also Rec, nlzod;
Jennifer Handel • • Bansnaplits" • Elizabeth College
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(Allow) ClarltheU Stause, sophomore f'rom Beaton, grooves In
her '80s par durlna Sock and
Buskin's performa..ce. (Left)
Reese Torrence, senior from
BowUna Green, does James
Brown-like moves In Alpha
Slama Phi's performance of
"Blues Brothen 1001."

I

Photos by
Laura Deaton
(Right) Rush Trowell,
senior from Louisville,
shows some soul durIng Alpha Phi Alpha's
performance.
(Far
right) Julie Janes,
from
sophomore
LouisviOe, and Lindsay
Atkins, freshman from
~urray,
portray
Oompa-Loompu durIng Alpha Omicron
PI's "Willy Wonka and
the Chocolate Factory."
(Below right) Stan
Torzewskl, sophomore
from Evansville, Ind.,
and Brent
Dolen,
junior from Louisville,
make pleas during
Slama Chi's "Follow
~e." (Below) Sigma
Slama Slama makes •
Oylng carpet during Its
rendition of"Aladdin."

BY ERIN MATTHEWS
STAFF W RITER

With warm weather and a cool breeze,
Sigma Alpha Iota sponsored its 43rd annual
All Campus Sing on Wednesday on the
Lovett Auditorium steps.
ult furthers music throughout the University and gets students involved in their oapni·
zations," said Jackie Teasley, senior from
Owensboro and Sigma Alpha Iota member.
April Vaupel, senior from Carmi, Dl., has
come to the All Campus Sing every year she's
been at Murray State. She said her favorite
this year was Alpha Sigma Phi because they
showed much talent.
Alpha Sigma Phi member Josh Smith,
sophomore from Greenville, participated in
his first All Campus Sing and said the experience was awesome.
Alpha Sigma Phi won overall crowd appeal
with the theme " Blues Brothers 2001." The
Alpha Sigma Phi members sang to the music
created by their own members on guitar,

bass, drums, keyboards, a horns and harmonica.
l<iki Cunningham, freshman from Murray
and Alpha Omicron Pi member, also competed in her first All Campus Sing.
"We've been working really hard," she
said.
All their hard work paid off when Alpha
Omicron Pi placed lint in the sorority d ivision with its WIDy Wonka theme, including

Oompa-Loompas.
"We have a really great time getting out
and performing on campus," said Angie Satterlee, senior from Hopkinsville and an

Alpha DelbtPimember.
Satter!H and her sorority performed
"'Remember When" In the sorority d ivision.
While they did not win that division, Alpha
Delta Pi won the penny wars.
Springer-Franklin College was unoppos~d
in the residential college division, Alpha Phi
Alpha won the fraternity division with songs
by the Temptations and Sock and Buskin won
the independent division with "80's Pop ."

-~~~~--~-------------------

CollegeLife
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The
Week
Ahead

FRIDAY
• Book signingSarah Appleton
Aguiar, Faculty
Club, 4 to 6 p.m.
Free admission.
• Recital- Seruor
recital, Performing Arts Hall, 8
p.m. Free admission.

SATURDAY
• Exam-PCAT
exam, Ordway
Hall room 206,8
a.m.

A LOOK AT UPCOMING EVENTS ON CAMPUS AND
AROUN D TOWN. To POST INFORMATION IN THE
CALENDAR, PHON E 762-4480 OR FAX IT TO 762-3175.
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SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

• Easter
• Bible studyUniversity
Church of Christ,
9 a.m.
• Bible studyChi Alpha, Elizabeth College back
lobby, 10:15 to
10:45 a.m. Rides
to the church of
your choice provided afterward.
• Bible studyMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.

• Bible studyLadies' small
groups, University Christian Stu·
dent Center, 6
p.m.
• Bible studyMen's small
groups, University Christian Student Center, 7
p.m.
• Rotaract ClubMeeting, Curris
Center Tennessee
Room,Sp.m.
• Clark CollegeCouncil meeting,
second floor east
~tudy lounge, 9
p.m.

• Hester CollegeElection for council positions,
front lobby, 8
a.m. to 6 p.m.
• BaseballMurray State vs.
Memphis, Rea·
gan Field, 3 p.m.
• Black Student
Council- Meeting, Curris Center Barkley
Room,6 p.m.
• Concert- Wind
ensemble, Lovett
Auditorium, 7
p.m. Free admission.
• Hester CollegeCouncil meeting,
back lobby, 9
p.m.

• Recital- Woodwind chamber
music recital,
Performing Arts
Hall, free admission.
• Dog Day- 15th
Annual Dog Day,
open to all stu·
dents, and staff,
11 a.m. to l p.m.
Free food .
• SGA- Student
Senate meeting,
Curris Center
Barkley Room, 5
p.m.
• Play- "Steel
Magnolias,"
Lovett Auditorium, 7 p.m. Free
admission with
Racercard.

•Elizabeth
College- Election
for council positions, front lobby,
8:30 am to 4:30
p.m.
• Play- "Steel
Magnolias,"
Lovett Auditoriurn, 7 p.m. Free
admission with
Racercard.
• Yoga- Hart College conference
room, 8 p.m. Free
admission.
• Concert- Percussion ensemble
concert, Performing Arts Hall, 8
p.m. Free admission.

I

Springsteen, bandmates bring beat back onE Street
Music

BY GREG STARK

AssociATE EorroR

Review
Album: "Bruce
Springsteen anc;l
theE Street
Band: Live In
New York City"

I.
I

Before this review begins, let's get
one thing clear.
Bruce Springsteen is still the man,
the Boss, but let's not forget his band.
There's the man who "brings the
beat night after night after night": Max
Weinberg, who is the bandleader on
" Late Night with Conan O'Brien."
There is also the man "who keeps
everything righteous onE Street," "Little" Stevie Van Zandt, who is also a
major player on "The Sopranos."
And lest we forget ... do we have to
say his name?
Do we have to say his name?
Do we have to say his name?
Yes, Oarence Clemons is back on
saxophone. And this version of the E
Street Band is more reminiscent of Joe
Cocker's early '70s traveling troupe
Mad Dogs and Englishmen than any
tight band.
This crew does not just have one guitar player. Not one, not two, not three,
but four mean-sounding guitars.
Springsteen, Nils Lofgren and Van
Zandt bring three hard-rockin' guitars

G rade.: AComments:
"While this
album is solid
throughout,
more of
Springsteen's
hits could be
included on it."

to the dance, which makes this CD
loud, required listening.
Several classic Springsteen hits are
on the first CD of this a lbum, including
"Prove It All Night," "Two Hearts,"
"Atlantic City," "The River," "Badlands" and Springsteen's first breakout, "Born To Run." Springsteen star ts
off the album fast, with "My Love Will
Not Let You Down," then slows it
down with "The River" and
"Youngstown," then speeds it back up
with "Badlands" and "Born To Run."
The second CD begins with a revivalistic version of another classic cut off of
"Born To Run." While this song usually docks in at two or three minutes,
this one lasts more than 16 minutes
with introductions of the band that
would make E Street fans want to go
under the tent and shout "Hallelujah!"
While this album is solid throughout,
more of Springsteen's hits could be
included on it, including songs like
"Backstreets," "The PromiSetf t:a"nd,"
"Growin' Up" and "Hungry Heart."
Of course, this was a new album, so
some room needed to be given to
Springsteen to bring out some new
material.

(Qiumb•a Records

Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band are back with their new concert
album, " Live In New Yor k City."

Top
Albums
l . Train "Drops of
Jupiter"
2. Project Pat"Mista Don't
Play"
3.Ani
Difranco"Revelling/
Reckoning"
4. 2 Pac ''Until the End
of Time''
5. Various
Artists''Mista Booty"

Sourct: Tn-rapin
Station a11d
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Advertise with ''The Murray State News." Our last issue of the semester is
May 4. Reserve your space today, call 762-4478.

r------------~
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Sunset Boulevard Music I 1
roPE's Puff n ~ Stuff 1
#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
1
Contemporary Smoking Needs
1
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone: 753-0113
-.::-o
Black Lights
Clip this coupon
I
1 Block From M!iU Dorm•
_ ..
i
1
I Smoking
Accessories
for O% off
I
anything
S 00 Compact
Off Any New
• :;.-r. ·. . ~ ·
Disc - i _, •~:-! ·
storewide
... s.,ar.. ... I I1 Tapestries
Posters
1
~ A •-. ar :
L -~~~- _22!!r:!-.l:.P~c.:!!.- ...1

i!

JWit

I

Car Stereo Specialist · Custom Installation
"Cacm Good T~ f'lmll d Repr Prad t.llldwdle CWy N«llllod ., CcnlnlitnWltl kty C»w

..

-

,,.,,.,"

Offer good from Apr. 13 - 27

0omto cr Clln

--------------Yo ur

Expires: 4/27/01

t

•

Pick-up or delivery - .. r - - - .. - - - - - - • • - - - - - - - - - - .. ' ~....-r-..,

2·AII You CGn II 2·AII You Can I
: Large 1·topping :: Eat (:J Drink :: Eat (:J Drink :
I pizza for $6.99 II LUNCH Bafleta II Dinner Buffets I
11
II
for $7.99
for $8.99
I
I
a..,;,... 41•71• 1
II
II
I

1

II

11

•••i,... 41•71••

II

Gifts ofDistinction from the Southwest

. ...,... 4/a7/ •s

·------~---··----------··-------Coupons not valid with any othe r offer

Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hardsole

Casa del Sol
,

1100 Chestnut St.
753-1133
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Campus group gets addition through anonymous donation
bathroom that will be more handicapped accessible.
"The addition is being built for
the students to have larger devo·
tionals," said Uoid Hasty, University Church of Christ elder.
"Hopefully, it will also help us
attract more students."
Hasty said the addition was
funded by an anonymous donor
who decided to give to the center
after hearing about the group's
projects and work in Florida. He
said designs were made for the
addition after the center learned
of the donation .
Most of the construction work
on the new addition is being done

BY EMILY BLACK
STAff WRITER

In a few weeks, students visiting the University Christian Student Center will no longer crowd
into the building's small living
room to attend events. A new
addition is being constructed next
to the existing structure.
UCSC is building an addition to
provide a fulJ kitchen and more
room for weekly devotionals.
Currently students must cook
meals at the University Church of
Christ on 12th Street. The new
addition will also feature a larger

by The Sojourners - a Christian
volunteer group from different
parts of the country. University
Church of Christ members have
also been working on the new
addition.
"We are very thankful for The
Sojourners because without them
we wouldn't have been able to
build this addition," said Grant
Orr, junior from Murray.
Hasty said the ministry is hoping to have the addition completed in about a week. He said the
volunteers will have to leave by
Thursday, when most of the major
construction will be completed.

Orr said although the addition
is being built to give the center
more room, UCSC will still use
the existing center as the main
gathering spot.
Students who regularly attend
the UCSC are excited about the
new addition.
''We are very crowded in our
old facility," said Kwangjo Ko,
senior from Korea. "Sometimes
we have 30 or 45 students for
devotional and we don't even
have room for that many in the
living room area. We are all lookKarri Rubeck/The News
ing forward to having more com- The University Christian Student Center on Olive Boulefortable surroundings.
vard will use its new addition to hold devotional groups.

Community, campus gear up for annual Relay for Life fund-raiser
BY W INDY MoHEAD
STAFF WRITER

The message of hope that w ill
soon radiate from Roy Stewart
Stadium has become a favorite
part of the Calloway County
Relay for Life.
"When they light the luminaries and they're reading the
names, it really gets to your
heart," said Keith Skinner, Food
Services supervisor and Food
Services relay team member.
Relay for Life is a fund-raising
e\'ent for the American Cancer

Society. Organizations form
teams of eight to 15 people and
receive pledges for each lap they
walk around the track.
Rosanne Radke, Calloway
County Relay for Life co-chairperson, said the first lap of the
night is walked by cancer survivors.
"It really sends the message
that cancer isn't a death sentence
anymore; the money we raise
makes a difference," Radke said.
Radke said more than 250 survivors are expected to participate this year.

Of the 128 teams signed up, 25
are composed entirely of Murray
State students.
Radke said students often do
not think they can raise the
money, but they usually have
more access to resources than
they might think.
"College students can easily
say, 'I'm just a poor college student,' but they can find ways to
raise the money," Radke said.
University faculty and staff
have also forml•d tt?ams such as
Food Services and Haley's
Comet, a team composed of
Sparks HaH employees.

The Food Services team has
been participating in Relay for
Life for four years and includes
members who are cancer survivors.
Skinner said he has seen participation grow in the time he
has been involved in the event.
"It's getting harder to fund
raise, but I guess that's a good
thing," Skinner said . "When we
started, there were about 60
groups, now there's over 120."
Skinner said the event brings
together the community for a
common cause.
"It's good fellowship," Skin-

ner said. "You get to see people
that you may not have seen in
years and you're all there for one
common goal."
Radke said the CJlloway
County Relay for Life is ranked
third in the United States for
money raised per capita.
"This year, we're going to be
No. 1; last year we just missed it
by pennies per capita," Radke
said.
Radke said the Calloway
County Relay for Life was the
first in Kentucky to brenk
$200,000.

"lltb little-bitty town is blowing bigger cities like Lexington,
Louisville and even Paducah out
of the water," Radke said.
Skinner said he participates to
be part of a solution to the problem of cancer.
" It's gratifying to think that
you're helping find a cure,"
Skinner said. "Maybe if not a
cure, at least medicine that
could slow down the spread of
cancer."
Relay for Life events start
April 20 at 1 p.m. and conclude
April 21 at 10 a.m.

NII:ON IIIIEA€H
Tanni ng & Storage Aentol

MsV. StuJfents
10% discount off tannina Packaaes.
lotions. and swlmwear with MSU 1.0.

Hours

Mon. -1lxrs.
8 a.m.-10 P.M.
Ai. & Sat.
8 a.m.- 9 P.m.

812 Whitnell Drive
Murray

753-3333

Shampoo. Cut, & Style
$15- women • $11- men
MSU -10% OFF
We now do facial waxes/ $7.oo

r-----------------,
MURPHY'
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~ie~~f,~g =~fV~ft~
with $1 0 Purchase of Gas at

Sgri n£ Sgecials
20 oz Cappucino 49¢ or
Coffee
with the purchase of any breakfast item
32 oz Fountain
49¢

FULL SERVICE HAIR SALON

WALK-INS ONLY!

Deb's Coastal
9th & SYcamore • Murray

I 0¢

Marlboro

SOf off (4/04- 4/29)

Pick Up Your Wooden Nickel
For 1 FREE Hour of Pool
at Breaktime Billiards and You Will
Automatically Be Entered In a Drawing To

Basic

SOf off (4/01 - 5127)

WIN $100 CASH

Kool

SOf off (4/02- 4/30)

Winston /Camel Buy 2, get one free
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Supplies

With RacerCard receive 3¢
discount on each gallon
of gas purchased
Offer good unt il S umme r Break
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First Baptist Church

Strvlcta: Sunday 9 a.m.-11 a.m., 6 p.m.
Wednesda 7 .m.
Location: 2772 94 E. 753-6695

"Help

tor Hurttng peopte•

-

Dr. Wendell Ray-

Sunday School 9 : 30 a .m.
Mor n i ng Worsh i p 10 :46 a .m .
Evening Worship 6 p .m .
Wed . Worship 6 :36p. m.

2 0 3 S. 4 t h St.

11th ~TREET FLORAL and Gifts
110 N. 12th St. in Murray
7/SJ'§ ~t$9~7/

Now Open

IViUttll '4

7ltt~ti4t

114 S. 5th St., Downtown Murray

753-4156

1

• MSU Students Play FREE
10 a.m. - 6 p.m. every day with the
purchase of a $4.00 or more meaL

Bring in thi s a d and get a miniature box
of Whi t m a n 's s ampler candy/single rose
comb o f o r $ 2 . 98 , savings of . 90'
(While supplies last)

BREAKTIME BILLIARD§

________________ _.J

Hwy 94 East
Murray • 759-9303

807 N. I 2th St.

In front of Woi-Mort

Call "The Murray State News" for information about
advertising your church services: 762-4478
Pastor: Art Heinz

Last)

Memorial Baptist Church

UniversitY Barber Shop
Barber/Stylist:

j oin us for w orship & praise!

•Sharon Ingrum •Brian Ingrum •Cindy Garland
753-3182

New Tanning Bed:

Goshen United Methodist Church

First United Methodist Church

•1oe a minute

9:00 a.m. Worship
10:00 a.m. Sunday School
11:00 a.m. Praise, Prayer, & Worship
For Transportation Can: 759-1620

Reverend Larry Daniel

Open Tue. - Fri. 7:30 a .m. - 5:30 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Located at 105 North 16th St. • 753-1953
Ask about haircut cards!

Minister of Discipleship - Norma Reed
Sunday School 9:50 a.m.
Church 11:00 a.m.
753-.3812

AUL

moving made easier

Three Locations:
US Hwy 641 S.
(on 12th St.)

753·5030
Mon.·Sat.
7 a .m.· 8 p.m.

607 N. 16th St.
(at 5 Points)
753-6285
Mon.-Sat.

8 a.m.· 5p.m.

644 N. 12th St.
(behind Radio Shack)

759·4005
Mon.·Sat.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

ll®l ®00 ~00
~~@00 ~ ~ID@rn~
Reservations made a week
in advance
Expires 5/20/01
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'Breds sweep Belmont, fall to ASU in ninth
BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

The Thoroughbreds swept their
last non-conference doubleheader
of the season Saturday over Belmont, but ended their three-game
winning streak with a 3·2 loss at
Arkansas State.
In the first game of the doubleheader Saturday, three early 'Bred
errors led to Belmont getting a 5..0
lead. Two of those errors were
committed by Preston Weatherly,
senior from Murray, but he later
redeemed himself in a big way.
Trailing by one in the bottom of
the seventh c1nd final inning with
one out and the bases loaded,
Weatherly went the opposite way
and sent a fly ball drawing chalk on
the right field line for the game
winning double.
"This game is a game of opportu·
nities," Weatherly said. "I've bt.'l'n
in those po~itions before and not
gotten the job done. Pretty much
told myself if I got the chance again
I would give it all I had. I've been
seeing the ball pretty well today,
and decided with senior leadership
try to do it myself and take advan·
tage of the opportunity that was

put in front of me."
'Breds Head Coach Mike Thieke
said he knew Weatherly would
make up for the early errors in the
field.
"He's a fifth-year senior and he
understands that mistakes will be
made in this game, but that docosn't
end the game," Thieke said. "He
knew there was a lot of game to
play, and he had a good offensive
day for us. It was reaUy good he
could step up in the seventh inning
and get that game-winning hit and
got those other things out of his
mind."
In the second game, the 'Breds
took an early 6-2 after scoring six
runs in the third inning. Nathan
Taylor, senior from Paducah, led
the inning off with a double. Todd
Satterfield, junior from Henderson,
Barry Johnson/Guesr
was then hit by a pitch, extending
his on-base streak to 21 games, and Preston Weatherly, senior from Murray, slides back Into first base on a pick off attempt in game
Billy Moore, junior from Colum- one of Saturday•s doubleheader against Belmont. Weatherly had the winning hit in the first game.
bus, Ohio, walked to load the in Byars and Weatherly drove in that's all you can ask on your (con- allowed a single, triple, walk and
bases.
Seets and McCutchan with another ference) bye weekend."
double to the next four batters.
Gamer Byars, sophomore from single.
Taking an 8-3 lead into the final With the go ahead run at the plate,
Louis\'ille, and Ronnie Seets,
"Emotions always pJ.1y in this inning, Kyle Perry, freshman from Perry drew a deep fly baU to Byars
sophomore from Harrisburg, Ill., game," he said. "We were down 2- Benton, ran into some trouble try· in center field to end the game.
hit singles to put MSU ahead for 0, then got six runs to take the lead ing to shut the door on Belmont. Thieke said despite Perry's trougood. Brett McCutchan, sopho- off a good pitcher. Our guys were After walking the first batter and bles, he was going to stay with the
more from E\·ansville, Ind., singled really bearing down hard aU day, striking out the next two, Perry young hurler no matter what.

"He needed the experience in figuring out how to get out of thclt,"
he said. "I think he's going to be
better for it. lt's tough to pitch
when the other team has the
momentum, and Kyle's going to
ieam how to control that and get
better as the year goes along."
On Tuesday, the ' Breds trailed
Arkansas State 2·1 going into the
ninU1 inning. Byars grounded out
to shortstop with runners at second
and third, scoring Weatherly to tie
the game. Seets then struck out to
end the rally.
ln the bottom of the ninth, Lane
Stafford of ASU walked and stole
St.~ond base with one out, advancing to third on a fly out to right
field. Stafford then scored on a wild
pitch by Scott Greene, junior from
Loulsville.
Murray State will retum to Ohio
Valley Conference action today at
Eastern Kentucky. The 'Breds will
play EKU in a doubleheader today
starting at noon and a single game
Saturday at noon. Friday games
will be on WRKY-AM and \Viii not
be heard on GoRacers.com, but the
Saturday game will be aired on
WNBS-AM and heard over GoRacers.com.

Volleyball trains with martial arts Racer tennis teams get key
BY TIM ALSOBROOKS

OVC wins over EKU, Tech

STAFF WRITER

The volleyball team has a
secret weapon in store for its
opponents this year, thanks to
Master Tung Dinh.
Since mid-february the team
has been doing a martial arts
cardiovascular workout on
Tuesday and 'I hursday from 6
to 7 a.m. at the Tae Kwon Do
Martial Arb and Fitness Center
on Olive Boulevard .
"We do around 40 minutes of
kick boxing. running ., spawning and pushups, then the last
15 to 20 minutes is spent in
what I call 'mental training,' "
Dinh said.
Dinh uses the teachings of
famous motivational s peaker
Tony Robbins, who has been a
mentor to Prince!iS Diana and
Andre Agassi.
"I share some of Tony's key
points o( mental awareness,
attitude and actions, or the
three A's," Dinh said .
Head Coach Dave Schwepker
said he enjoys using different
techniques away from the \'OIIeyball net to help train his athletes.
" Jn the fall we did some
swimming and conditioning in
the pool to help break the
monotonous exercise ~..·e get in
the gym," Schwepker said .
" And Master Dinh has really
helped us improve some other
aspects of our game."
The women used gloves to
compete against each other in
sparring matches, which allows
them to encour,lge each other
and themselves.
"When they arc sparring each
other, they cheer and push each
other and I can St.'C a whole new
sense of team spirit," Dinh s aid.
The martial arts program has
been a key factor in the team 's

STAFF REPORT

Ryan Brook!/The New~

The \'olleyball team poses with !\laster Tung Dinh at Racer
Arena before practice on Thursday. Ulnh also uses the teachings
of the famous motivational speaker, Tony Robbins, in his classes.
new attitude, Schwepker said.
" I' ve seen some physical and
mental improvement, their ~elf
confidence is up and they are
also learning some !>Urvival tips
and self-defense in the kick boxing and sparring portions of
their workouts," he said.
Dinh has also seem some
improvement in the women's
self-discipline.
''At first it was hard on them
to get here by six in the morn·
ing, Dinh said. "But now they
are here sometimes by 15 until
6, and it's hard for me to get

here early too. 5o this shows
how their mental toughness and
self~iscipline has impro\'ed."
The physical aspects of the
workout .li'C helpful, but the
mental development is what
should help tht! women the
most.
"Sports is often 90 percent
mental, nnd Coach Schwepker
reminds tlwm of mL•ntcll awareness in practice .1nd in games,"
Dinh !i<lid. "Often times you
~abotage your own success by
trying to do too much, these
t~aching~ are designed to help."

The women's tennis team continued its
winning streak, sweeping past Ohio Valley
Conference foes Tennessee Tech, 4-3, and
Eastern Kentucky, 4-3.
The Lady Racers split the six singles
matches with Tcnnt'Sst'e Tech on Saturday,
but won the doubles point 2·1 to eam the
win.
Melissa Spencer, freshman from Roswell,
Ga., and Kerry-Lea Glass, junior from
Alpharetta, Ga., teamed up for a doubles
match win, 9-8, over Lupita Hernandez
and Karmelina Rivera. Maria Alonte, junior
from Milwaukee, Wis., and Annette Steen,
sophomore from Oslo, Norway, paired up
in the doubles round to defeat Luciana
Tamburini and Carey Lay of TennesseeTech 8-1.
The Lady Racers eamt.>d their fourth consecutive victory Sunday, winning 4-3 over
visiting Eastern Kentucky.
Glass and Spencer won their doubles
match over April Dixon and Susan Fergu·
son, 8-4. Cheryl Graham, sophomore from
Peachtree City, Ga., and Erica Heshelman,
sophomore from Rockton, nt., won the No.
2 doubles match over Rachel Long and
Tara Williams, 8-2. Alonte and Steen beat
Andie Hill and Kelli Williams, 8-2.
In singles play, Spencer won at No. 1 singles 6-1, 6-2, over Ft.>rguson, while Heshelman won at No. 2 singles O\'er Williams 61, 6-1. Glass won at No. 4 singles over
Williams 6-0, 6-0.
The Murray State women's tennis team
hosted Austin Peay yesterday at home.
They will end the regular season Saturday
at 2 p.m. at Eastern Illinois.

Men's Tennis
The Murray State men's tennis team (107, 3-2 OVC) had no trouble defeating OVC
rival Eastern Kentucky University (3-12, 13 OVC) on April 8 at the Bennie Purcell
Tennis Courts.
The Racers defeated the Colonels 6-1
with the lone lo~s coming in a match that
MSU defaulted since it has only five play·
ers, Earlier in the week the Racers were
defeated 5-1 by the 18th-ranked Auburn

Tigers (11-5).
Against the Colonels, Nikola Aracic,
junior from Ahall'>, Germany, defeated
Brad Herrera, 6-2, 6-2, in the No. I singles
match.
In No. 2 singles action, Thiago Gondim,
junior from Fortaleza, Bra1jl, defeated Luke
Recker, 6-3, 6-1. Alex Hoyem, freshman
from Oslo, Norw.ay,_struggled a bit, but
battloo tiaClC to defeat 7\lvm Oiang; 6-.7, 61, 7-5, in a No.3 singles match.
The No. 4 match pitted Alex Sundsten,
freshman from Sandefiord, Norway,
against Brian Stephenson. Sundsten went
on to win the match, 6-1,6-1. Z"1karia Bahri,
freshman from Meknes, Morocco, kept the
Racers rolling by defeating Lee Lester, 7-5,
7-6. Eastern Kentucky's John Forrester won
the No. 6 match by default.
Aracic and Sundstcn joined forces to win
the No. 1 doubles match, 8-4, over Herrera
and Recker of EKU. Gondim and Hoyem
defeated Chang and Lester in the No. 2
doubles match, 8-3, awarding the Racers
with the best-of-three doubles point. The
No.3 doubles match was a victory for the
Colonels by default.
"It was a good payoff because we have
been working hard, waking up at 6:30 and
running every morning," Gondim said of
the win over EKU.
Earlier in the week, the Racers traveled to
Aubum and were defeated 5-1 . In No. 1
singles action, Aracic lost to George Matija·
sevic, 6-4, 6-2. Gondim was also defeated,
6-1, 6-3, by Tiago Ruffoni in the No. 2
match. ln the No.3 match Sundsten lost to
Estevam Strecker, 6-2,6-2. The Racer's lone
point came in the No.5 singles match when
Bahri defeated Raitis Tukans, 6-4, 6-1. Pby
was suspended in the No. 4 match and
Murray State defaulted the No. 6 match.
In doubles, Matijasevk and Ruffoni
teamed up to defeat Aracic and Sundsten,
8-5, and Kovacs and Rameez Junaid defeated Thiago Gondim and Alex t foycm, 8-4.
The No. 3 doubles match was also lost by
Murray State because of default.
The Racers play their final match of the
regular season Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. when
they host Austin Peay.
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Busch Stadium already sufficient for Cardinal Players, fans
Sports Talk

jASON
BILLINGSLEY

"BuscH
STADIUM CAN
COMPETE WITH
ANY OTHER
STADIUM IN
BASEBALL."

The St. Louis Cardinals s ay they
need a new stadium to be able to
compete in the new baseball market.
As a Cardinal fan who has
attended several gc1mes in both the
old and m.•w designs of Busch Stadium, I feel this plea (or a mainly
tax revenue-funded stadium in
downtown is a lond of you know
whnt.
To say the St. Louis Cardinals are
not competitive now is an erroneous statement to say the least. St.
Louis is home to one of the best
baseball teams, has the bes t fans
and was named " Best 0\·erall
Sports City" and " Best Baseball

City" by "The Sporting News," and near the same specifications of
Busch Stadium can compete with Busch Stadium. These so-called
any other stadium in baseball.
• "cookie cutter" ballparks have
This is basically about money, as been replact>d within the last cou.ue most thing~ these days in pro- pie of years.
fession.1l sports. Busch Stc~dium
What they fail to mention is
was built back bctore permc1nent those ballparks have not had major
tiCal licenses ,md sky boxes wen.' renovations done to them in years,
the huge revenue collectors for while Busch had millions of dollars
major league sports, and the Cardi- put into it when the current ownernals are wanting to t•xpand their ship took over in the mid·'90s.
ability to collect from these
Busch was turned into a beautisourccs.
ful grass stadium with new score·
The people who want a new sta- boards and fan-friendlier services,
dium point to the s tadiums in from the ugly, artificial turf stadi·
Cincinnati,
Pittsburgh
and urn it was. Anyone who has seen a
Philadelphia, which were built game in both versions of Busch can
around the s ame time and ha,·e tell an incredible difference.

Even though the announced
plans are to put a new stadium
right next to the old one, the
prospect of the Cardinals in a new
home has brought bids from Illi·
nois and county officials outside
the city limits. Busch Stadium right
now is in a perfect position in the
city. Right in the middle of down·
town with the Arch overlooking
left field, and in between the otht>r
two ~ports arenas in St. Louis, the
Savvis Center, home of the NHL's
Blues, and TWA Dome, home of
the NFL's Rams.
Several other projects in the city
could use the more than $200 million . St. Louis has a large number

of homeless people and the city's
school systems are in desperate
need of funds .
With baseball's biggest draw in
Mark McGwirc and a team competing for a World Series title, it
doesn't seem like the Cardinals are
in danger of not able being to com·
pt•te.
At a time when the perceived
grt•ed of players ;md owners could
result in another ba~eball s trike,
the last thing the Cardinals want t.o
do is offend the greatest baseball
fans in America.

Jason Billingsley is Jhc sports editor
for "Tite Murray State News."
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Glass won 6-0,
OYe!' EKU and
6-2. 6-3 over ITU
sing)esand
teamed with
Melissa Spencer.

fresHman b'om
~Ga,inan
~~-~leswin
over EKU and an
9-8 win over T!U.
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Rashard Harris commits to
Mumy State men's basketball

UT·Martin defeats Racer tennis
Men's track finishes sixth,
women ninth at All Sport Classic 5-2 to clinch No. 2 seed in ovc

The men's basketball team added a
veteran point guard to its roster for next
season by signing junior coJJege allAmerican candidate Rashard Harris on
Wednesday, the first day !itudent-athletes can sign national letters of intent
during the spring signing period.
Harris, a 6-1, 180-pound guard from
Greenville, S.C., played at Atlanta
Metro Community College.
"He's an outstanding person and
should bring a lot of savvy and leadership to our program,'' said MSU Head
Coach Tevester Anderson. "He wants
to get an education and play basketball,
which is what we are looking for."
Harris, a left-hander, began his junior
college career at Imperial Valley College in California, but transferred to
Atlanta Metro in 2000 when Imperial
discontinued its basketball program.
His junior college coach, Bob Pritchett,
considers Harris a pro prospect.
"He's a special person on and off the
floor," Pritchett said. "He understands
the concept of putting team success
ahead of personal success."
Harris averaged 19.6 points, 4.3
assists and 3.7 rebounds per game in
2000-01, his only season at Atlanta
Metro.

The men's track team earned a sixth
place finish at the All Sport Classic last
weekend at Southeast Missouri. The
women's team finished ninth, giving
MSU a combined team finish of sixth
place.
MSU's top male performer was Brian
Knippen, freshman from Delpho~, Ohio,
who finished first in javelin with a throw
of 180-3. jeremy Kirk, junior from Aloha,
Ore., finished second in the 5,000-meter
run with a time of 15 minutes 29.5 seconds.
The men's team earned 78.5 points in
the competition. Southwest Missouri
State finished fust with 338.5 points, followed by host SEMO (332), Western Illinois (192), Missouri-Kansas City (155.5),
Arkansas State (137.5), MSU and Southem lllinois (74).
Shanah Zigler, freshman
from
Franklin, Tenn., earned the women's
team's top performance, finishing fifth in
pole vault (8 feet). Amy Williams, senior
from Carmi, Ill., tied for fifth place in shot
put (39-9 1/2).
The women's team finished ninth with
14.5 points. Southwest Missouri finished
first with 186 points, followed by SEMO
with 145. Austin Peay finished fifth with
89 points, and Tennessee-Martin was
eighth with 26.

OVC Baseball
Standings
(through April 10)
ovc Overall
EIU
TIU

8-0
7-2
6-3

SEMO
APSU
3-3
EKU
5-6
Morehead 5-7
MSU
3-6
UT-Martin 1-11

17-13

16-18
23-11

18-16
12-19
15-23
19-15-1
5-29

OVC Baseball
Schedule
Today
Murray St.1t.= 11 F••tcm Ktnturky {DHI.

"''""

So..~ISI Mmouri

atl.,.,.,.....Martln

!011), I p.m.
f,.t>!t'<ll Ullnoi> at Aumn l'e.Jy IDHi, l p.m.
Rcln1001 ot Tenncssft Ttdl. b p m
S•turd•y
Murr•y St•te 11 E.tstom Ktntucky. no011
Sol.~l>t Mlss<lun 11 1-M..run, I
pm
T~'<'T«:hat S..lmunt. I p.m
F..a•t<rn lllmois 11 Au,hn re~y, 2 p .m.

Sundoy

Upicoml> at Au•hn r~y. ~:30 r.m.

Tuttday
fA$(rm Krt~tud,y at Xa>·;.,r, l p m
Mempllil•l Murr•y St.IW, 3 p.m.
Samlor.J ot y.,,,..,,...,.Marlln, ) p.m.

Source: ESPN

T•·n,_ t'..:h •I ~ St•l<,

UT-Martin clinched the secon d seed
in the upcoming OVC Men's Tennis
Championships with a 5-2 win over
the Racers on Wednesday.
Murray State's two points came in
two of the singles matches. Thiago
Gondim, junior from Fortaleza, Brazil,
defeated Peter Allnut 6-3, 5-7, 6-2 in
No. 2 singles and A lex Hoyem, freshman from Oslo, Norway, won at No. 4
singles over Danilo Castro 7-5, 2-6, 6-1.
UT -Martin won the other fou r singles
matches and the doubles point.
The Racers play their final regular
season match Tuesday hosting Austin
Peay at 2:30p.m. on th e Bennie Purcell
Tennis Courts.

Men's golf finishes In 17th
place at Marshall Invitational
The men's golf team finished in 17th
place this weekend at the Marshall
Invitational in Huntington, W.Va.
MSU shot a three-round score of 891
in the 20-team field. Ohio State won
the event with a score of 839, followed
by Toledo and Miami (Ohio).
Brandon Henson, sophomore from
Mayfield, and Matt Stark, junior from
West Lafayette, Ind., led MSU with

'pm.

MM! SIHIJ Award

~

Illinois AI Ul.nai>, 6 JS

r.m

2001 Racer
Basketball Awards
fa. Fulka Moot V•lu•bl< Pl•yrr
fom Mor1n Mcnt Cour1geou1 Aw.Jrd
llennlr Putctll Anl•l Awud
Jdf Martin S•nior Aw•rd
buc~
S<holor A.lhldlr Awud
Howio Critknd<n Frto Throw Aword

Chrfs 5humaft1
Gorrrt lleJIIur Odo11oivr Aw•rd
Athletic l>irrdor'oO..ractrr Aw•rd
Andt Homog and Culhbo.rt \'k;tor

Dick Cunninllfwn a.boUJtd Aw1rd
Anhnne Whd..11el

FWid Cool Pm:rn. . Award
Cuthbo.n \'tctor

SGA

1M

CAB

~

J--Board

Fraternities
lambda Chi Alpha
Alpha Tau Omega
Alpha Sigma Phi
Alpha Gamma Rho
Sigma Chi
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Pi

Intramural Standin&l

Athletics Schedule
lllrn'• Tonn'v •. Lt>ui•I•M·Mnnrot: (AI M•m·
f'hos), Qa.m
SatwdAy at Mernphi5, 2 r m.
Tlid<Uy vs. Austtn P!-1y, 2;lO p.m.

Residential Calllll

S.•turd~y

Women'• Tmnia
S..tutd•y Jt E.tslem llhnol>, tune TBA·
Mrn'l Golf
MonJ•y·fu.!'>d•y •• Sahli l.<>uiJ lnt<rcollt'~~~h·, time TB.-\

w-rn'oGoll
T..U)'&~~ £KU t.c!yColanel

L1.o..lc:, tlmi' TBA

a....b.u

Tud•y •t E...tem Kmlu<ky (OH), noon
S.turJ•y at E.t•rcm K•-nlucky, noon

168
162
128

Regents
Hester
Clark
Hart
White

Franklin
SprfnSer
Elizabeth
Richmond
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J
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~7
.......... 21
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,........7 .....
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....1
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Sports Briefly is compiled by Assistant
Sports Editor Justin McGill.

Sotutdayo&lnday, SIRA at O.k IUdge,
Tenn.tune TBA
Mcn'IIWome n'o Outdoor Track
Satunla~ at ArkanSIS Sta .. lnvlt.ttional,
iimeTBA

Ginger Adama Spirit Awud
Heidi H<>l"""'

RET I A EM ErJ T

Win

The athletic department announced
today the annual Pepsi Racer Classic
golf tou rnament will b e held June 1.
The six-person scramble will be held
at Miller Memorial Golf Course in
Murray with 8 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. tee
times available.
Cost is $80 per person, which will
provide all p layers with embroid ered
leath er briefcases featuring the MSU
logo, a team color p hoto, a cha nce to
win $100,000 and other specia l hole
prizes. The fee also covers a lunch provided by Outback Steakhouse, beverages, green fees and cart fees.
For more information, contact Lori
Rowlett in the athletic department at
762-3517.

w-·.aawl"'

&-lmontat Austln 1\>•i"•~ p m

........

'-"llordlll'flt

Athletic deparbnent announces 11112 ..... 11
date for Pepsi Racer Classic

Tuelday va. M"mphls, 3 p.m .
Wedneod.ly at Evanwilt.., 3 P·"'-

Ju.un llurd~nc

Southnil Mluourl at MJ..oun. 5 p.m. '

three-round scores of 219, tied for 35th
place. Mich ael Calef, sen ior fr o m
Bridgewater, Mass., tied for 59th place
with a score of 225.
Jeremy G rantham, senior from Mayfield, fired a score of 228, tied for 77th
place. Roger H erbert Jr., senior from
Murray, finished tied for 89th with a
score of 231.

74
65

62
53

...,...

47
32

Sororities

120
119
91
91
90
69

M U T1J r, l f 1J t< [].,

95
84

Alpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha SigiN Alpha
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Alpha Delta Pi
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90
86

86
56
34
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Why is TIAA-CREF the

#1 choice nationwide?

April 23 CAB Applications due by
noon in SGA office
April 24 CAB Selections
Curris Center
Tennessee Room
5 p.m.
April 24 Judicial Board Applications due
by noon in SGA office
April 25 Judicial Board Selections
Curris Center
Barkley Room
5 p.m.

The TIAA-CREF
Advantage.
Year in and year out, employees at education and
research institutions have turned to TIAA-CREF.

And for good reasons:

'hiE TIAA..CREF
ADVANTAGE

• Easy diversification among a range of expertly
managed funds
• A solid history of performance and exceptional
personal service
• A strong commitment to low expenses
• Plus, a full range of flexible retirement income options
For decades, TIAA·CREF has helped professors and staff
at over 10.000 campuses across the country invest ferand enjoy-successful retirements

Investment Expertise

li

i:

Low Expenses
Customized
Payment Options
Expert Guidance
·~~";"":'l.-h'->;.....~,;

1:'
,i

•,J,

Choosing your retirement plan provider is simple.

Applications available in the SGA office
For further information contact

Go with the leader: TIAA·CREF.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it...

762-6951

J-Board

1.800.842.2776
www. tiaa-cref. org

-For-------------------------------~----------------------------~
more c~e .nfonnation on our secunues products. cal I 800.842.2733, ext. 5509, !01 ~ Rtad them c.m!fully bef01e you
1nves1 • TIAA-CREF Individual and lnstuutional SeMces. Inc. and Teachers l'lf~l Investors Services, Inc. dtstnbute secun11es produds.
• Teachers ln~urance and Annurty Assocaauon (TIAA), New York, NY and TlAA-CREF Life Insurance Co .• New Y01k, NY ISSue insurance and
annutltt>s. • !IAA·CREF Trust Company, FS8 pJOYides trUst s.rvlces. • lnvestmlil'lt products 11e not FDIC Insured, mAy lose value 1nd are
not bank guaranteed. 0 2001 Teachers Insurance and Annu•ty Association- College Rettrement Equittes Fund, New York, NY 01/02

'
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NCAA ruling opens doors for Gondim
Bv JusTIN McGILL

Gondim played in exhibition matches
during his season at Louisville, but
was red shirted for the season by CarAn NCAA ruling passed down dinals Coach Rex Ecarma.
Monday gave the men's tennis team a
Despite being told otherwise, the
reason to smile. The team's No.2 sin- matches counted against Gondim's
gles competitor and team captain Thi- eligibility. On Monday, Gondim was
ago Gondim regained the year of eli- informed the NCAA ruled in favor of
gibility he lost h.is freshman year at his appeal to have that year reinstatthe University of Louisville, making ed.
him a sophomore athletically.
"It's going to be great," Gondim
Prior to Wednesday's match at Ten- said of being able to play another year
nessee-Martin, Gondim, junior from at MSU. "I have this season and two
Fortaleza, Brazil, held a 12-6 singles more to go, so I get to play more for
record, including 3-1 in Ohio Valley the team."
Conference matches. Gondim and
Purcell is also pleased to have the
Alex Hoyem, freshman from Oslo, opportunity to have Gondim at MSU
Norway, had a doubles record of lQ-3 for an extra season.
(4-0 OVC) as of Tuesday. Men's ten"It's very rare for the NCAA rules
nis Head Coach Mel Purcell stessed to favor you," Purcell said. "He can
the importance of doubles play at the concentrate and try to make All-OVC
college level.
these next three years."
"He's improved his doubles
Gondim, along with MSU's No. 1
tremendously and that's a real impor- singles player Nikola Aradc, junior
tant factor in men's college tennis from Ahaus, Germany, was named to
because it gives you a guy who can the AII-OVC Team last season ..
play singles and doubles," Purcell Gondim said he could receive that
said.
honor again this season, but wants
Gondim is relatively pleased with team success more.
his play so far and said the team has
"I look first for the team/ Gondim
the ability to be the top team in the said. "Of course, if I can get an award,
ovc.
that's great."
"My season is going pretty good,
Gondim's other individual achievebut it could be better," Gondim said. ments include a top 20 ranking
"We've got a great team. If we all play among Brazilian juniors, a No. 254
well on the same day we can win the ranking in the.World Junior Internaconference."
tional Tennis Federation and earning
Gondim was recruited to Louisville a semifinal appearance in the ITF
out of Schiller Academy in Dunedin, junior tournament in 1998.
Fla., where he reached ranking:; in the
Gondim began playing tennis
top 15 as a junior tennis player. when he was 12 years old. Before
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

moving from his home in Brazil to
Florida in high school, Gondim
played most of his matches on red
clay. Upon moving to the United
States, Gondim had to become acclimated to playing on hard courts,
which are significantly faster than
clay courts.
"In the beginning it was hard for
me because I had to adjust my game,"
Gondim said. ''Now, I guess I'm used
to the hard court."
Murray State's business program
helped attract Gondim to the University. He expects to finish the semester
with at least a 3.0 GPA in his international business major, but he is looking forward to remaining invoh·ed
with tennis in some capacity.
"I love tennis, so I may end up
being a tennis coach/' Gondim said.
Purcell also helped influence
Gondim's decision to come to MSU.
Purcell reached his highest ranking
from 1981 to 1983 at No. 19, highlighted by reaching the quarterfinals
of Wimbledon in 1983.
"I decided to come to Murray
because of Coach Purcell," Gondim
said. "He's a great guy and a great
tennis player."
Purcell is pleased with Gondim's
contributions to MSU on and off the
court
"He's real popular on the team and
on campus/' Purcell said. "He's a
friendly guy and he works hard, and
that mixes really well. You're lucky
when you can get a good player and a
good person in one package."
Gondim is a fan of Gustavo J<uer-

tan, the top ranked professional tennis player in the world. Kuertan, also
a Brazilian, has one of the best winning percentages on red clay in tennis
history, something Gondim would
like to achieve.
"That's one of the things I try to
take from him," Gondim said of
Kuertan's ability to play well on red
clay. "He just plays so well every
time."
Gondim plans to play at least one
year professionaUy after college. If he
reaches a top-500 professional ranking and gets a sponsorship, he plans
to remain in professional tennis.
Gondim said he "works out like a
maniac," including a two-hour daily
workout, running every morning and
playing as much tennis as he can. He
said this hard work will make an
impact on his ability to play professionally.
"I'm a hard worker," Gondim said.
"I think I've got a good chance, but
sometimes you're so sure you're
going to make it and then you don't .
Or sometimes you're not so sure and
you make it. It just depends on how
hard you work, and you need a little
bit of luck."
Purcell said Gondim has the potential to be a professional, but he still
has some things to work on.
"He's still got a long way to go/'
Purcell said. "He's got to get bigger
and be able to play on aU surfaces.
Right now, he's got a couple of
weapons that he needs to play professional tennis. He's got as good of a
chance as anybody."

Ryan Brooks/Tht• News

T hiago Gondim, junior from Fortaleza, Brazil, possesses
a serve men's tennls Head Coach Mel Purcell said could
help him compete in professional tennis after college.
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Sunday Buffet
Fresh Buffet
Served All Day
Soup
Super Dessert & Fruit Bar
759-2348
Hand-Dip Ice Cream Bar
406 N. 12th St.
Served 7 Days A Week
(Next to Pizza Hut)
Dine-/n Carry-Out Catering
Gift Certificates Banquet Room

Fri & Sat 11 a.m.- 10:30 p .m. Sun-Tbur 11 a.m.- 9:30p.m.

Equ&l()ppotl>Jntty \J111_..ty

Std}Wd

REAL ESTATE

"Josie and the
,,.,...
Pussycali"<PG-lS) :~::·

tiMurray's Largest Buffet"
•
•
•
•

753-5312
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i

"'Jo e Dirt"
<PG-13)

1006 Chestnut Street
(Next to Cheri Theatre)

Call Today to Make an Appointment!
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769-9247

*Competitive Rates

For a schedule and
information call:
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*One payment for all MES Services!
Second Summer
Session
June 7- August 2
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"Authentic Mexican
Cuisine At Its Finest"

Benefit from the following:
~:Free
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IS NOW AVAILABLE!!

First Summer
Session
May 8- JuneS

hc:nefoL~. Cull Hill}.
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'E'LMexican
~'£8031
Restaurant
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gressed they started thinking
something was wrong with
the power.
Vice President of Facilities
Management Dewey Yeatts
said the transformer was
installed in 1966 as part of the
original construction and was
similar to the Business Build·
ing failure March S.
A replacement transfonner

was found in Cincinnati on
Monday night and shipped
overnight to Murray, arriving
at 7 a .m. Tuesday. Ten Facili·
ties Management employees
worked all morning and afternoon to install the new transformer, and White residents
were allowed to move back in
between S and 6 p.m. Tuesday. Early estimates on how
long White residents would be
out ranged from two to three
days.
"We have a network where
we know where these components are located," Yeatts said
referring to how they found
one so quickly. "Our guys
called and gave voltages and

they literally put it on the
truck and sent it to Murray."
Yeatts said the new transformer cost just less than
$13,000, but with labor costs,
the whole ordeal cost about
$20,000. He said the Universi·
ty's spare transformer was
used for the Business Building, and the old Business
Building transformer will
become the spare one when it
is repaired.
Yeatts said if a problem is
found during preventive
maintenance, then it is corrected. He said the transformers
are checked annually, which is
the industry standard.
Director of Housing and

Residential Life Paula Hulick
addressed the White College
residents in the parking lot
about 6:25 p.m. She told the
residents to leave for two
hours then come back, and
Housing officials would escort
them up to their rooms to get
enough belongings to last
them a couple of days.
"We're getting used to this, I
don't know if that's a good
thing," Hulick joked to White
College residents at the
impromptu meeting.
At 8:30 p.m. Monday, White
residents lined up from the
front door to the street waiting
for their chance to retrieve
items from their rooms. Some

residents came to their residential college only to find out
they would have to find
another place to live. Antwan
Ellis, junior from Louisville,
was one of those residents.
When asked if the experience had made him consider
moving off campus, Ellis said
it had.
"I was iffy at first, but now
I'm satisfied," he said. "I'm
going to move off campus."
Hulick said if students discover something in their
rooms damaged by the fire,
they should contact Housing
and follow the guidelines to
report the damage.

ELECTION:

Voter turnout high

Voter turnout
pleases SGA

With 1,482 students showing
at the polls, turnout in this election was the highest since 1985
when 1,772 students voted.
This year's turnout more than
doubled last year's election,
which drew 627 voters.
Melissa Baker, SGA election
ways and means chair, attri~
uted the large number of voters
to the diversity of candidates
and a better publicized election.
"There's a lot more publicity
about the election, and there's a
lot more candidates, so with
that combination you have a
great turnout," Baker said.
Baker said her goal during
her one-year tenure was to

increase election turnout.
Bright yellow foot prints were
taped on the floor in the Curris
Center leading to the polls on
the third floor. In addition,
signs were posted around campus during the two-day voting
period and a campuswide email reminded students to
vote.
Pittman drove a blue van
decorated with campaign
posters around campus during
voting times and took students
to the polls.
"We have a big problem on
this campus with voter apathy," Pittman said. "I've given
people rides today, no matter
how they were voting."
Eric Lambert, sophomore
from Louisville, said he didn't

vote in last year's election, but
this year the excitement rubbed
off on him.
"I started hearing the campaigning and it kind of sparked
a concern," he said. "Instead of
hearing names everywhere, I
started hearing reasons why
they should be elected."
Regardless of what attracted
students to the polls, Thome
said he was glad to see them
there.
"That's what happens when
you have people run for offices
-lots of good, qualified people - and people are really
interested because of that," he
said.
When Thome won the SGA
presidency last year, he had no
contenders.

"It made me jealous when
the applications were turned in
because I knew it was going to
be an exciting last' couple of
weeks leading up to today,"
Thorne said.
Results of the survey on the
SGA ballot show that a variety
of students voted in the elec·
tion.
Of those that answered the
survey, 632 belonged to a fraternity or sorority and 592 did
not. Greek students on campus
total about 900.
In addition, 450 off-campus
residents voted, as compared
to the 592 residential college
students.
The survey also counted 693
female voters and 581 male students who turned out.

WHITE:
Transformer was
installed in 1966
From Page 1
nary fire drill, but as time pro·

From Page 1
"She has some strong points
that I would like to see covered
this year," she said.
Blake Robertson, sophomore
from Mount Vernon, Ill., said
Key appealed to him because
she wanted to carry out the
work on the fitness center started by current SGA President
Michael Thome.
"My main thing is that she
said she'd carry through with
the stuff (Thorne) already has
in progress," he said.

TURNER:
County attorney not
pleased with defense
From Page 1
should not be reduced.
Glover first suggested releasing Turner
to live in Tennessee with her grandmother,
Johnnie Turner. While Glover said he could
throw a softball from Kentucky and hit the
side of the house, Furches denied the
request because it was out of the court's
jurisdiction.
Citing Turner as the ftrst in her family to
attend college, Glover then requested
Turner be allowed to return to living on
Murray State's campus.
Furches again denied the request.
Hutchens said Wednesday he is unhappy with the media circus Glover seemingly
is trying to create. He said creating a circus
is not in the best interest of Glover's client.
"Normally, attorneys don't appear at
arraignments, and I think it is inappropriate and unethical to have a press confer·
ence every time you go to court," Hutchens
said. "Tom Clover has been the regional
head of public advocacy for over two years,
and Monday was the first time I ever met
. "
h tm.
Glover's office is in Hopkinsville.
Hutchens said Glover requested to see
the crime scene Wednesday and he complied, saying, "I am not trying to hide anything."
"He (Glover) is trying to find a technicality and he does not have one," Hutchens
said. " We are losing sight of what this is
about, and that is a dead baby stuffed in a
garbage bag."
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14 miles South of MurraY
121 s.. 1 mile past state line
f90 1J 232-8585
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Pec~als!
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Many of your favorite classics and new releases!

~~~
753·1682 ~~
Southside Shopping Center • Murray

• Over I 000 DVD's in stock!
• New arrivals weekly.
Movie World Now Has 2 Locations:

. 12th St ..

753-7670

TANNING szs for 300 Min.
AcRvLic NAILs $30
HIGHLIGHTS $3S 8 Up

• Murray Kroger

How many thousan!l s Will read
together thiS May? Sign up so we
can count you 10 and hod out
more about the prOJect at

www.thenews.org
Wednesday

"I'm reading
The Bean Ti·ees!
Please join me and
thousands of other
Kentuckians!"

,.

www.ket.org/bookclub
1-800-334-8409

Bl6 APPII (Afl

Ladles Night • No Cover
Free Drdt.s §or ladies
S3 p~tchers

Thursday
S3 p a t c h e r s

Friday, April 13
Live from 9 p.m.·l a.m ••• ill~ OOmlJ
Blues, Rock, Fun~ Soul
$I Longnecks 8-11 p.m. only!

13 miles south of Murray on Hwy. 121 near Paris Landing

Now open sundays @ Noon 901-232·8323

Puryear, TN

(901)·247·5221

Pul'l'e•, Ienne11ee

lening l'le1i1cJn food, Deli
hndwkhe1 & (old Beer
IOfdlen Now Open IJnfliii:JC) p.m.
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